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Letter from The Editor
PHASE 2 OF THE Government’s lockdown easing plan
is now upon us, which is great news for some families
and couples who have been unable to be together up
until now. For those who have been shielding and are
now allowed out to enjoy the countryside, the news
must be very welcome indeed.
Kinross-shire is looking particularly beautiful at the
moment, with the Bloom groups having managed
to keep going with their work with social distancing
in place. Thanks to all the volunteers. There are also
wildflowers galore to be enjoyed around the Shire!

go and sit and enjoy the rest of the Scottish summer
when they are finally given the go-ahead to open.
The residents of Kinross are willing and ready to
support these businesses who have been hit hard
by the coronavirus outbreak and we are all looking
forward to being able to enjoy a life with a little bit
more ‘normality’.
Kinross Kindness, Broke not Broken, the Men’s Shed
and other community groups continue to work hard
to support those most in need.

I was saddened to hear about the vandalism of the bird
hide at Burleigh: what a shame that a few can spoil
something for so many with their thoughtlessness.
I’ve taken to walking with my litter picker around
part of the trail and there’s something very satisfying
about leaving the wilderness in a better state than I
found it.

Schools are working diligently to prepare for the
return of pupils in August, and are doing their best,
under immense pressure, to ensure our children can
get back to school in a safe way. Who knows what
the situation will be in six weeks time? If there’s one
thing this has taught us, it’s that we really don’t know
what is around the corner. We must remain careful
and hopefully minimise the impact of a second wave.

Sadly, our local restaurants and pubs were naturally
disappointed with the news that they must wait a
little longer before the al fresco dining can begin.
They are working hard to re-design their interiors
to make them suitable for collecting takeaways, and
there are many plans in place and underway for the
creation of outdoor spaces where we will be able to

Hannah Phillips, Editor

Note to Contributors
A great deal of the Newsletter comprises reports supplied
by local clubs and other organisations. These reports are
accepted in good faith. Clubs etc should ensure that reports
are factually accurate and do not contain material which could
cause legal proceedings to be taken against the Newsletter.
Letters Policy
Senders must supply their name and address, which will be
published with the letter. Letters should be truthful and not
contain matter which could cause legal proceedings to be taken
against the Newsletter. The Newsletter does not necessarily
agree with any of the views expressed on the letters or
indeed other pages. In special circumstances addresses may
be withheld from publication on request (but must still be
supplied to the editor).
Note to Readers: Advertising
Inclusion of advertisements in the Newsletter does not imply
any particular endorsement or recommendation of services or
companies by Kinross CC or Kinross Newsletter Ltd.
Abbreviations
PKC: Perth & Kinross Council
Cllr: Councillor
CC: Community Council
CCllr: Community
Councillor
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I am delighted that the organisers of Kinross Show
are arranging a Vintage Tractor Run on the morning
of 8 August, which would have been the day of the
show. The dog show is taking place online using
photographs and there is also a garden competition
– see p8-9 for details of how to enter.

About the Kinross Newsletter
The Newsletter has been informing and supporting the
community for over 40 years.
It began as a way of letting residents know what Kinross
Community Council was saying and doing, but soon
expanded to be so much more.
Readers use the Newsletter to find local trades
and services, and our loyal advertisers support the
community by enabling us to publish local clubs’ reports
and essential community information free of charge.
Readers, when answering an advertisement, please say
you saw it in the Newsletter. Thank you.
The Newsletter is published by Kinross Newsletter
Limited (company no SC374361). Any profits are
transferred to charitable company Kinross Community
Council Newsletter Limited (charitable company
SC040913) to be given away to local good causes.

Thanks

Thanks, Litter Pickers!

THANK YOU TO THE GIRLS who saw me out with my litter
picker and rallied round (wearing gloves!) to help clean up
Kirkgate Park. We collected hundreds of pieces of blue paper
confetti which was scattered all over the grass.
Hannah Phillips

Congratulations
Mrs A Campbell would like to say Congratulations and well
done to Lorine Clark who has graduated from the University
of Dundee with an MA Hons Degree.

Items for Sale
The Newsletter publishes items for sale listed on the kinross.cc
website. If interested in purchasing an item, we suggest checking
the website for current availability (www.kinross.cc then ‘Local
Adverts’ then ‘Classified Adverts’). If interested in selling an
item, please list it on www.kinross.cc and it will automatically be
published in the next available Newsletter, subject to space.
Spider-Man demonstrates his gift for cheques and balances

Petrol mower spares and repairs

Spidey Triumphs Again!

SD Electrolux petrol lawn mower selling for spares and repairs.
Briggs and Stratton 6.0 horsepower engine in working condition

A GREAT BIG THANKS to Spider-Man, who raised a whopping
£455 for Broke Not Broken through the generosity of the Kinross-shire people. ‘It was great to see all the kids (and adults)
out on my runs and especially the kids who dressed up,’ he
said, during a web chat with the Newsletter. ‘Our local food
bank do a fantastic job and it was great to be able to support
them.
‘Thanks to everyone who supported my fundraiser and my
runs.’
See you all soon,
Spidey

Grass Cutting, Rotovating,
Hedge Trimming, Tree Pruning,
Turfing, Slab Laying
& Fencingwork undertaken

£30

Seller Details:
Tricia Lucas
07763347294
elsie269@btinternet.com

ALAN HERD JOINERY
Your Local Joiner
Internal & external doors
Kitchens supplied and fitted
Staircases and Balustrades
Sliding doors, Fencing and decking
Laminate and hardwood flooring
Renovation work and extensions
Loft conversions. Loft ladders fitted
UPVC doors and windows

I. Robertson,
Station Road, Crook of Devon

For Free Estimate & Advice, call ALAN

Telephone : Fossoway 01577 840526

Mobile 07765167982

Home 01577 865415
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Afternoon Tea, bread
baskets, essentials packs,
meat packs & fresh fish,
available to order online.
Delivery wihin 5 miles of the Larder is £3;
collection from the Larder is free.
www.lochlevenslarder.com/order-online/
www.lochlevenslarder.com • Channel Farm | Kinross | KY13 9HD
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Letters
High Street Parking

cars parked on what should be the ‘pavement’ area. It’s particularly bad at evenings and weekends when the road is often reduced to a single lane. Again, it is an accident waiting to happen.
On one occasion my wife and I counted at least a dozen vehicles,
leaving no safe space for e.g. disabled people, older people and
people with prams to negotiate this area safely without going
into the ‘road’.
It appears that some of the residents of the Carnegie Apartments use the High Street for parking rather than allocated
space within the gated area, leading to congestion.
Perhaps a regular patrol of this area by the authorities as
well as periodic speed checks would go some way to addressing some of these issues.
Name and address withheld

I AM WRITING with regard to the traffic situation in Kinross
High Street, as I have a few safety concerns which I really
think need to be addressed.
1) Despite the speed indicators, the part of the High Street
between the Central Fish Bar and the roundabout exiting to
the ring road is used as a race track by many drivers – as they
round the corner from the main part of the High Street they
are confronted by a long straight and they are unable to resist the temptation to floor their cars as fast as possible. As
residents of this part of the High Street every evening we are
treated to the sound of accelerating cars – in some cases I
would estimate the speed being at least double the legal limit. If a child or adult were crossing there is no way a car would
be able to stop in time. I cannot understand why a speed restriction system such as speed bumps cannot be put in place.
The speed display system installed a while ago is a total waste
of time and serves no purpose at all for the vast majority of
drivers. There are many smaller villages and towns near Kinross that have speed bumps to curb excessive speed, so why
can’t there be something similar put in place here? The same
applies to the situation in Gairneybank which has an imposed
limit of 40mph – I am constantly overtaken here when driving
at the legal limit. I worry that it will take the death or serious
injury of someone before something is done.
2) During the current lockdown situation there has been
an increased number of bikes using the pavements to ride on
which is illegal and dangerous. Bizarrely there is less traffic on
the roads at this time, so why the pavements have to be used
is a complete mystery.
3) Shared Space area: What are the rules for this area? It
seems to have become a free-for-all car-parking area, including

F R E E

H O M E

Under our co-op model, members order and pay via our website.
We drop to a location organised by the co-op leader. This can be
a private address, a cafe, a community hall, or a local not-forprofit shop, allowing us to keep delivery free*

WILDHEARTHBAKERY

WOULD THE PERSON or persons who routinely cover up The
National newspaper in my local shop in Milnathort with other newspapers please desist from doing this .
This has happened on a regular basis since The National
began publication in November 2014.
In a country that purports to be a democracy with freedom
of speech and expression as core values this behaviour is
unacceptable.
It not only tries to prevent individuals from purchasing the
newspaper of their choice but also interferes with the legitimate business of a small business in our community.
I respect the right of others to purchase and read the
newspaper of their choice and I expect others to do the same.
Name and address withheld

D E L I V E R Y

ENJOY OUR SOURDOUGH BAKED GOODS AT HOME
JOIN OR CREATE A BREAD CO-OP IN YOUR AREA

WILDHEARTHBAKERY.COM

Stop Hiding The National

S E R V I C E

CO-OP MEMBER BENEFITS
•
•
•
•

Minimum order reduced to £8
10% discount on Ooni Pizza Ovens
Priority ordering of limited capacity products
Discounts on Bread classes and pizza events.

We have
recently launched
Muckhart Community
Bread Co-op
To join or create your own
group, email us on the
address below.

*Standard free delivery to your home is also available with a minimum order of £15

@WILDHEARTHBAKERY

E M A I L breadcoops@wildhearthbakery.com
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Jonathan Auborn

Carpenter & Joiner
Crook of Devon

Garden Rooms and Home Offices
designed and installed by a skilled
and experienced craftsman
References Available

01577 542015 / 07766 541955
www.JonathanAuborn.co.uk
Kitchens | Windows and Doors | Flooring & Internal Finishings
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News

Outrage at bird hide vandalism
VANDALISM AT THE Burleigh Sands bird
hide has sparked outrage in the local
community.
During the lockdown period the
hides around the Loch Leven Heritage
Trail remained open to the public. Sadly, at some point between Thursday 4
June and Monday 8 June a bird hide at
Burleigh Sands (near Milnathort) was
badly damaged by vandals.
Smashed windows, graffiti and a large
amount of litter both inside and outside
the hide was the result of the anti-social
behaviour.
A spokesperson for Loch Leven National Nature Reserve said, ‘We are
unable to lock our hides but please remember that they should not be used

just now due to the risk of exposure to
Covid 19 on hard surfaces.
It is really upsetting to see that there
are a few people who think it is acceptable to use the hides in this manner. Any
information would be greatly received.’
The incident sparked outrage on social media with many people commenting on Facebook about the incident, describing the vandalism as ‘disgraceful’,
‘appalling’ and ‘shocking’. There have

also been some problems with litter at
the Levenmouth and Factory hides.
Local councillor Willie Robertson said,
“We are lucky to live in a lovely part of
Scotland. It’s very sad that some people don’t appreciate what we have and
have chosen to wreck things’.
• If you have any information
regarding the vandalism please
report it to the police with using
the crime reference CR/14954/20.

Loch Leven Survey
CAN YOU SPARE 15 minutes to complete a survey to help with an MSc
dissertation?
The survey seeks to understand
motives of visiting the loch area and
the recreational opportunities respondents engage with or wish to
engage with when visiting. It also
aims to determine loch-user preferences to future landscape scenarios
using visualisations of future environmental change. Please feel free
to share the link with others.
https://stirling.onlinesurveys.
ac.uk/loch-leven.
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News

Kinross Show takes to the streets
– and puts dogs and gardens online!
THE PANDEMIC MAY have put paid to
the Kinross Show but the organisers have
done their best to bring the show to the
people!
Members of Kinross Agricultural Society committee have organised a vintage tractor road run round Loch Leven
on the morning of 8 August, the day of
the Kinross Show. And both the flower
show and the dog show will now take
place online.
As a reward for all the intrepid gardeners who have been hard at work during
lockdown, there will be a Best Garden
competition, which will involve an online
presentation for the winners. Entries before 25 July – see below for details.
Farmers, who have played such an
important role during the last few
months ensuring that the supermarket
shelves were kept full, are hoping the
tractor run will keep Kinross Show and
farming in people’s minds.

Now the regulations have been relaxed a little, organisers are asking that
spectators enjoy the occasion while
maintaining the 2-metre distance rule.

A horse and carriage and decorated
trailer laden with flowers will add a bit
of spectacle to the occasion, followed
by an assortment of tractors of all ages

TAKEAWAY @ THE TOLL
Thursday – Sunday

ORDERS FOR COLLECTION
BETWEEN 4PM – 8.30PM
10 minute allocated slots to allow
for social distancing

TAKEAWAY AVAILABLE

Payment by card over phone
or at collection.

CALL (01592) 840212
FROM 1PM TO BOOK SLOT
All food is prepared and cooked freshly to order,
therefore please ensure that you arrive promptly
to collect your food at the allocated time slot.

www.balgedietolltavern.com
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News

190th

Kinross Show

Kinross-Shire Agricultural Society Dog Show

Garden Competition

To celebrate the 190th anniversary of Kinross Show we will
be holding our dog show online with photograph
submission entries.

Class 1: Best Garden

Breed Classes

Class 2: Best Allotment

1.
2.
3.

Class 3: Best Children’s Garden
Open to All – No Restrictions
To enter please email kinrossshow@gmail.com with your class
number, name, address and telephone number. *Gardens will be
judged w/c 25th July.
Judges: Andrew Turnbull & Claire Paton

Any Variety Puppy (up to 12 months old)
Best Sporting Dog (Hound, Gundog or Terrier)
Best Non-Sporting Dog (Pastoral, Toy, Working,
Utility)

Novelty Classes
4.
5.
6.

Dog with Most Appealing Eyes
Best Action Shot
Funniest photo of your dog
Judge: Sue Cain

Free Entry – closing date Monday 20 July

To enter simply send us your picture, name, your dog’s
name and the class entered to kinrossshow@gmail.com by
Saturday 25 July. Winners will be announced via our
Facebook page on Saturday 8 August (@KinrossShow)

*All gardens will be judged safely in line with Government restrictions and social distancing
safety procedures.

and sizes providing a plethora of colour,
sound and smell.
A spokesman said: ‘The route round
Loch Leven will take in Kinross, Milnathort, Balgedie, Kinnesswood, Scot-

landwell and the showfield at RSPB
Vane Farm. We hope to be passing
through Kinross about 10am, so give
the drivers a cheer or a clap as they
pass.’

The Dog Show will be judged by
photo. Please send entries to kinross
show@gmail.com.
The Crops Competition will take place
as usual.

Fully licenced and insured riding
school located just outside
Kinross in Rumbling Bridge.
BHS qualified tuition for all ages
and stages. From total beginner
to BHS exam preparation.
Family run riding school in glorious Perthshire countryside.
Flexible lessons available, hour and half hour, individual, semi-private and group lessons.
Secure on-line booking through our app.
Weekly, fortnightly, or just occasionally…you choose.
Holiday Activities from Own a Pony Days to Camps, open to all, catering for all abilities.
Huge newly resurfaced 80m x 30m outdoor school, also available to hire.
We can teach you on your own horse or on one of our fabulous schoolmasters.
Pony parties, jumping lessons, flatwork lessons, lead rein lessons, something for everyone!
For details see www.overdalkeithstables.co.uk or on facebook - Over Dalkeith Stables and Pony Club
Centre
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News

Dr Oliver O’Grady – an appreciation
THE SUDDEN DEATH of archaeologist
Dr Oliver O’Grady (39) on 22 May came
as a shock to all in Fife and Kinross who
got to know him over the past decade as
he rolled out a series of local community-based archaeological digs that revealed
new insights into the local landscape.
It was on St Serf’s Island in Loch Leven that some of us gained a first taste of
Oliver’s wide-ranging knowledge and his
gift for engaging with community volunteers. He had a way of communicating
his enthusiasm and his passion for exploring landscapes that was infectious;
thereafter there were always a growing
number of volunteers willing to work
with him on archaeological digs that invariably turned up remarkable finds.
Surveys on St Serf’s between 2011 and
2013 uncovered many medieval pottery
sherds and other small finds, and on a
larger scale, a monastic vallum that helped
identify the footprint of the former Culdee
Abbey, possibly established in the late 7th
century. Keen to fit local surveys into the
wider historic picture, Oliver viewed the
discoveries in the context of other pilot investigations he was carrying out.
Oliver played a key role in the ‘Discover
the ancient Lomonds’ historic landscape
project which formed part of the Heritage
Lottery funded Living Lomonds Landscape
Partnership. Over three years, from 2013
to 2016, the annual ‘Big Dig’ community
Dr O’Grady teaches community volunteers
how to conduct a geophysical survey
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surveys attracted many volunteers keen
to learn. In the process, many new discoveries were made with a focus on the east
East Lomond hillfort, the royal deer park
at Falkland and Lochore Castle. An additional survey of boundary stones linked to
the division of a large area of commonty
in 1818 offered an opportunity to explore
every nook and cranny of the Lomonds
in all weathers. For many of us, this was
a great opportunity to learn more about
Oliver and his love of historic landscapes.
Oliver’s creative mind sought new
ways of engaging not only with volunteers, but also with people of all ages in
the wider community.
An open day at Lochore Castle brought
people to an event that not only showed
off what had been discovered in various
trenches around the castle, but also en-

gaged folk in assorted medieval activities ranging from sword fighting to cooking and parchment making. The Living
Lomonds Landscape Partnership legacy
lingers on and some of those who took
part in the ‘Big Digs’ went on to study
archaeology, no doubt enthused by Oliver’s dynamic approach to exploring the
historic landscape.
With Oliver one thing always led to
another and, when the Living Lomonds
Landscape Partnership completed its delivery phase, he quickly identified a source
of funding from the Heritage Lottery Fund
and Historic Environment Scotland.
Designed to celebrate Scotland’s
unique history and heritage, the ‘Year
of History, Heritage and Archaeology’
in 2017 afforded another opportunity
to develop a community archaeological
programme in the Loch Leven area. In
partnership with Kinross (Marshall) Museum the ‘Our Portmoak: Uncovering
Stories From The Past’ sprung into life,
with Oliver playing a key role in putting
together an imaginative series of digs.
In addition to important archaeological surveys at the hillfort of Dunmore,
the site of the old chapel at Portmoak
and the Bronze Age burial urns field at
Kilmagadwood, a number of ‘Muckle Digs’ in local village gardens were
aimed at engaging with younger members of the community. Not forgetting
the work carried out on St Serf’s Island
a few years earlier, permission was also
obtained for Oliver to lead a rare visit to
the Inch. For some, this was their first
opportunity to land on the island and
get up close to the chapel.
Although Oliver went north to manage a community project in Badenoch,
he continued to maintain his close links
with the Lomond Hills. He masterminded follow-up digs undertaken by the
Falkland Centre for Stewardship at the
hillfort on East Lomond and joined the
Tayside and Fife Archaeological Committee, coming up with new ideas for
promoting archaeology right up to the
end. In almost a decade of developing
community archaeology in Fife and Kinross, Oliver O’Grady leaves behind him
an invaluable record of historic landscape studies and many friends who
held him in the highest regard.
David Munro,
Kinross (Marshall) Museum

55 High Street, Kinross
www.avantgardegifts.co.uk
www.avantgarde.cafe

At avant garde, we’re all about delicious.
Delicious food, drinks, gifts and décor – all
under one roof!
Available in store or online
For gifts, visit www.avantgardegifts.co.uk
For food (including food to order) visit www.avantgarde.cafe
or call us on 07766596543
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News

Sew Nice To Meet You...
SKEINS AND BOBBINS on Kinross High Street has a new owner
– Mhairi Lavender. She has taken over at a very difficult time
but is really excited to open up in the next few weeks and show
off her redesigned store for all things to do with knitting, crocheting, embroidery and haberdashery.
Mhairi is opening every Thursday – Saturday as she is busy
from Monday to Wednesday in her job as a Maths teacher in
Dunfermline; once she is able, she will also be hosting a range
of lessons.
Mhairi said, ‘Some of you will know me from Saturday
Knitting or Crochet Club or just as a frequent visitor to the
shop. I am very excited and thank Morag very much for her
marvellous support and encouragement. Don’t hesitate to
email if you have any requests. I look forward seeing you in
the shop as soon as we possibly can.’
You can contact her at Skeinsandbobbins@outlook.com
or on 01577 208107.

Kinross Snake Gets Legs!
The Kinross Stone Snake
has grown! At the last count
there were more than 300
stones added to the snake,
which was started as a way
of displaying a trail of decorated stones on the ground,
some with messages of hope
and resilience during the
pandemic lockdown.
It is amazing to see the
work that local children and
adults, not to mention Kinross clubs and societies, have
put into the snake. There are
some great artworks among
the stones, and it is hoped
that they cheer people up as
they walk towards Kirkgate
Park.
As local people continue
to find ways to cope with

the restrictions of lockdown,
the snake has proved to be a
colourful example of Kinross
community spirit – as well
as a project to keep children
(and adults) occupied on
rainy days!

HIGH STREET SEWING
Clothing & Curtain alteration & repairs
(weekly turn-around)
Custom made Curtains, Roman blinds,
Cushions (4-6 weeks)
Workshop Opening Hours:
Mon-Thurs 0930-1230 & 1330-1700
Fri 0930-1230 and Sat 10-12
Location – behind Loch Leven Laundry and Baillies
Contact LINETTE MANN – 07732 902419
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CREDIT UNION OPENS
FOR NEW MEMBERS
THE HEAD OFFICE of Perth and Kinross Credit Union, at
58-60 George Street, Perth, has remained open during the
current pandemic situation. However, we are operating
on restricted hours and have been unable to accept new
members.
We are pleased to announce that, with effect from Monday 15 June, we will be once again be able to provide both
savings and loans for new members. If you wish to save
with us or enquire about loans, we are available to discuss
your situation and help complete the paperwork. Our office
hours are restricted and we ask all members, both new and
existing to phone the office to arrange an appointment time
to visit. This is to ensure that we maintain social distancing
and for the safety of our staff. Our current opening hours
are 10am till 12 noon, Monday to Friday.
Our telephone number is 01738 624872 or email
info@pkcu.org.uk If you live in Kinross, Milnathort or the
surrounding area you can contact 07713 582628.

News

Break-In At Shelly B’s
HAVING WORKED HARD to get her
shop ready for re-opening, with the
hope that lockdown restrictions are set
to ease for retailers, the owner of Shelly
B Original Furniture Design and Studio
in Kinross was devastated to discover
her shop had been broken into on the
evening of 14 June.
On her Facebook page Michelle said,

‘This was not the start to the week I was
hoping for. As if trying to keep the business going with Covid-19 wasn’t hard
enough. I felt absolutely sick, having
worked so hard to get the shop ready
to reopen.’
The back door had been broken,
with the bolts bent, the padlock cut off,
wood broken and the handles had been
snapped off. Thankfully there was no
internal damage to the stock. It seems
likely that whoever broke in and rummaged through the office drawers was
looking for cash, but thankfully no cash
or anything valuable is kept in the shop
overnight. The culprit was unsuccessful
in getting into the workshop but unfortunately the other neighbouring workshop did get broken into.
It is hoped that neighbouring CCTV
can identify the perpetrator/s. Anyone
with any information that may be useful
should contact Tayside Division on 101
or any police officer. Alternatively, information can be passed anonymously
via the charity Crimestoppers on 0800
555 111.

MICHAEL
BRUCE TRUST
THE CURRENT COVID-19 crisis has
forced the Trustees to cancel the
annual Service of Commemoration
at Portmoak Parish Church that
was scheduled to take place on the
evening of 5 July 2020. Another
Trust event, the annual Illustrated
Talk, set for Thursday 22 October
2020, will only take place if public
health guidelines allow.
The Trustees of the Michael Bruce
Trust are grateful to all who have in
the past year supported the Trust in
keeping alive the memory of Michael
Bruce, the ‘Gentle Poet of Lochleven’, and promoting local educational
activities. Once again, we offer special thanks to Kinnesswood in Bloom
and Matt Mills for helping to look after the cottage garden at the poet’s
birthplace in Kinnesswood.
Unfortunately, the Michael
Bruce Cottage Museum is, like all
museums in the country, closed until further notice.

p o rt u s w e a lt h
independent financial advisers
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Exciting Changes For Local Eateries
Heaven Scent Moves To Takeaways!
AFTER A PERIOD OF closure for three
long months, Heaven Scent coffee shop
in Milnathort is delighted to open its
doors once again. They are now open
every Thursday, Friday, Saturday and
Sunday from 10am to 3pm offering a
take away service. A new chiller cabinet
enables them to offer as large a selection as possible, and the coffee machines and bakers are as busy as ever to
make sure they can keep providing their
much-loved coffee and cakes. The new
take away menu includes hot filled rolls,
freshly prepared soup of the day, burgers, nachos, flatbreads, ciabattas, a kid’s
menu and hot and cold drinks including
delicious milkshakes.

decor and cheery banter remain unchanged!

The shop has a new layout, with all
required social distancing measures and
new Covid procedures in place to keep
customers and staff happy, healthy and
safe, but the great atmosphere, quirky

Heaven Scent told the Newsletter,
‘We’re so excited to be open again
and look forward to welcoming you all
back in. We will continue to expand our
opening times and services as lockdown
measures continue to ease – please
check our website and social media
page for updates on this. We’d also like
to thank all our loyal staff, customers
and suppliers for all their support and
understanding during these difficult
times.’
Customers can pop into the shop to
make their selection or call ahead on
01577 865577 to arrange collection.

...while The Court House prepares for al fresco dining!
THE COURT HOUSE HAS welcomed lots of customers, old
and new throughout the COVID lockdown and are grateful
to everyone who has bought a
coffee, shared a Facebook post,
collected a pizza or stopped off at
the window to chat with the staff.

den soon, and are looking at ways they can ensure the safety
of their customers and their staff throughout the process as it
continues to change and evolve.

This is a difficult time for all of
us, particularly those in the hospitality industry, and it’s wonderful to see all the local businesses
trying out new ways of working
so that they can continue to serve
the community of Kinross-shire.

They’ve been asking their
customers and the wider community for their views on what
would make them feel comfortable returning to dining out, and
they are putting that information
at the core of their decision making, along with directives and advice from government and other
agencies.

The Courthouse are hoping
Please keep supporting them
that there will be some lifting of The Court House (Photo by Ross Mitchell)
and your other local businesses.
restrictions that will allow them
With your support, together they
to welcome you back to the restaurant and the jailyard gar- can all continue to be here to serve you well in to the future.

GrowBiz Supports Rural Enterprise In Scotland
Scotland’s rural economy can be vibrant and diverse. But in recent
months those who have poured years
of hard work into building successful
micro-enterprises have had to watch
them collapse overnight as a result of
the COVID19 lockdown. They now need
help and that’s why enterprise support
organisation, GrowBiz, is leading the
new initiative the Rural Enterprise Directory Scotland (REDS), designed to
provide ongoing flexible finance and
support for these businesses, restoring
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the livelihoods of people living in rural
Perthshire and Kinross.
REDS is an online directory for all
rural enterprises in Scotland and it will
be the route for rural small and micro
businesses to access any combination
of three forms of support—grants, free
enterprise support and connections with
other businesses across rural Scotland.
A key part of the project is the REDS
Fund, a dedicated source of financial
support designed around the needs of

micro businesses in rural areas. REDS
will make applying for this funding simple and fast, helping them get, back
up and running. Find out how to get
involved in restoring rural Scotland at
www.reds.scot
GrowBiz provides free and confidential support services to rural enterprises across Scotland, including
online events and learning sessions,
mentoring, 1-1 advice and networking
opportunities. Find out more at www.
growbiz.co.uk.

Funding Bid Approval For Pedestrian
And Cyclist Safety In Perth & Kinross

PERTH & KINROSS Council’s bid for
£1.1 million from the Scottish Government’s Spaces for People Fund has been
approved. This is a new, temporary infrastructure programme which offers
funding and support to make it safer
for people who choose to walk, cycle
or wheel for essential trips and exercise during Covid-19. Both Kinross and
Milnathort are in the list of communities where it is intended that measures
would be provided.
Administered by Sustrans, the grant
will enable a series of 34 proposals to
move forward aimed at improving safe-

ty and access for pedestrians and cyclists around the Perth and Kinross area.
The next stage will be further discussion
with community councils, businesses
and the public. With a significant drop
in vehicle numbers since lockdown, a
corresponding rise in people getting
around on foot or by bike has been noted. The successful bid will fully cover
the costs of all the proposals without
the need for match-funding from other
sources.
A range of measures are covered,
including additional signage and road
markings, removal and/or relocation of

TEMPORARY PROHIBITION OF DRIVING,
PARKING AND LOADING

U218 CLEISH
In order to permit BT Civils works on the above section of road a
temporary traffic regulation order has been prepared, to be effective
from 13 July 2020 for a period of three days.
The order will temporarily prohibit all vehicles from driving and
temporarily prohibit parking and loading (both sides) of the U218 Cleish
from its junction with the C493 (310138, 697820) to its junction with
the private access to Watergate Farm (309862, 697443), a distance of
576.2 metres or thereby.
Pedestrian & emergency vehicular access to premises will be maintained.
The alternative route for vehicles is:

B914 - COCKLAW STREET - STATION ROAD - B996 - B9097

News

unnecessary street furniture, introduction of reduced speed limits, provision
of temporary cycle lanes and cycle segregation, footway widening and extra
pedestrian space, additional school exclusion zones, alterations to pedestrian
crossing operations, and temporary or
floating bus stops.
Executive Director of Housing and
Environment, Barbara Renton said:
‘While many of the measures are proposed as temporary, we have the option
to make them permanent if they are
considered useful and supportive by our
communities in the longer term. It will
be a number of weeks before residents
start to see changes. This is to allow us
time to talk with local communities, residents and businesses. We also have the
option to apply for further funding, so
we would be pleased to hear from any
communities with suggestions for other
steps we could take.’
Karen McGregor, Director of Sustrans Scotland, said: ‘It’s clear that people across Scotland want to look after
their physical and mental health. They
also want to make sure that they are
keeping to physical distancing guidelines. Providing funding support to
Perth & Kinross Council through our
Spaces for People programme will make
it easier and safer for people to travel
around Perth and the local area for essential travel and exercise.’
Comments and ideas can be emailed
to the council at traffic@pkc.gov.uk.
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Local Lad Runs Half Marathon For Foodbank
CONGRATULATIONS TO PLUCKY local
lad James Cuthbert, a fourth-year pupil
at Kinross High School, who set himself a
lockdown challenge to run 13.1 miles (a
half-marathon).
James decided that if he was going to
do it, then he would try to raise some
money for charity at the same time.
He set up a charity GoFundMe page in
aid of Broke Not Broken, the local Kinross-shire foodbank. He says he was
‘overwhelmed by the amount of gen-

erosity and support’ he received from
local people regarding this challenge.
On 30 May, James set out early at
about 9am in the morning in order to
complete his challenge. It was already
pretty hot, even at that early hour. He
ran an agreed route that had been
measured that took him to Dalqueich,
Balado, Sainsburys, and then around
the loch (going up past Milnathort Golf
Club and back down again) to finish his
run at Burleigh Sands.

Not a Midlife Crisis

WITH SO MUCH MORE time spent at
home in the garden, there are more
of us than ever attempting to grow
our own vegetables for the first time.
And even for those of us who are not
green-fingered, the pandemic has made
us think about locally grown produce
and supply chain logistics. For Sandra
Bannister, there has never been a better
time to live on a homestead.
When talking about her business
name Sandra, the owner of Midlife
Homestead, often receives a wry smile
followed by the question, ‘Not a Midlife
Crisis?’
In developing their small homestead,
the family are certainly enjoying a life
of being outdoors, taking pleasure in
growing produce and nurturing livestock and as such feel quite equipped to
deal with a crisis. Just as well, you might
say, as we now face our 12th week of
Covid-19 lockdown.
In these difficult and restricted times
living on a homestead has given them
time to appreciate their small flock of
Shetland sheep, pigs and many hens.
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The raised beds and polytunnel are
now brimming with new seedlings and
young vegetables as they approach the
busiest time for the homestead; local
delivery of their seasonal crates of fresh
produce.
Sandra says, ‘We have been fortunate
to have eaten well from our own livestock carefully packed in the freezer,
and home-baked so often that we may
roll out of lockdown… In addition, the
ethos of buying locally produced food
has kept me busy with requests for
pork, lamb and eggs.
With the reintroduction of public
movement and activities I hope that
those who have taken this opportunity to spend time in their garden, grow
something for their table, appreciate
nature at its best and think about where
they choose to buy their food may take
a leap of faith in developing their own
small homestead; you never know, it
might help you avoid a crisis! Once restrictions are lifted please contact me
and come and visit Midlife Homestead.’

It took James just over two hours
to run the distance and he still managed to smile at the end! The total
sum raised for Broke Not Broken was
£1230, a great total, which will certainly make a difference.
James would like to thank everyone
that supported and sponsored him for
this challenge. It was very much appreciated. He would like a special shout out
to all his Gran’s friends for all their generosity!

EXPLORE
THE
WONDER
ZONE!
FAMILY WEEK IS HAPPENING! It is
3rd -7th Aug, but online!
We are using Wonder Zone, a Scripture Union production which links
particular Bible stories with science
and God’s creation.
In the vastness of the universe, God
loves us. There will be all the familiar songs, funny bits, stories and videos on our special YouTube channel.
We can deliver kits to your home
so that there will be things to make
and (safe) home experiments to do.
There is no charge and any child age
3 to S6 can take part.
You do need to register your child
to participate. This can be done
by emailing office@kinrossparishchurch.org. It is a bit of an evolving
process as lockdown eases, so do
follow developments on the Kinross
Parish Church Facebook page.

All Kinross kids and families
welcome!

We are open!
We're offering a take away service every
Thursday, Friday, Saturday & Sunday, 10am~3pm.
Pop in to make your selection or call ahead and
we'll have it ready for you at an agreed time.

19 South Street, Milnathort, KY13 9XA | 01577 865577
www.heavenscentcoffeeshop.co.uk
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Open for emergencies only
Monday to Friday 9am - 5pm

We are still here for you
and your pets!
For emergency care or
advice please call us
on 01577 863 328.
Please keep an eye
on facebook and the
website for updates
on opening hours
and advice.

39 High Street, Kinross KY13 8AA
www.inglisvets.co.uk
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Watch Out For the
Coronavirus Scammers

SADLY, THE CORONAVIRUS pandemic has created the ideal conditions
for scammers, who are always on the
lookout for vulnerable people that
they can take advantage of. There have
been many coronavirus-related scams
cropping up, preying on people that
are anxious.
Locally, we have been subject to

fake ‘charity bags’ asking for householder’s donations, which have been
dropped through doors in Kinross and
Milnathort in recent weeks, and those
responsible for this fraudulent activityhave now been reported to the police.
Get Safe Online is an online safety
awareness resource. They have compiled a list of all the scams that they

have been made aware of that the
public should keep an eye out for.
They say, ‘In common with most
other crisis situations, criminals are
using emails, text messages, social media posts, online advertisements and
phone calls to defraud their unsuspecting victims.’

SCAMS TO WATCH OUT FOR
•

Fake links to Microsoft Teams and Google Meet, in addition to similar, more highly publicised fake links to Zoom

•

Fake text messages regarding contact tracing apps
which invite you to click on links which only serve to
download malware onto your device

•

Emails pretending to be from your employer asking for
personal details as part of the process of returning to work

•

Phone calls pretending to be from supermarket chain
Iceland, advertising priority delivery slots for vulnerable
customers

•

Phone calls pretending to be from your bank offering to
collect money as a service for vulnerable people – Get
Safe Online says that cards have been collected and
funds withdrawn with this scam

•

Emails entitled ‘You are infected’ in which you are asked
to download an Excel attachment and told to proceed
to the nearest health clinic for testing – the Excel sheet
is infected with malware

•

Emails offering coronavirus insurance cover, or alternatively thanking you for purchasing said insurance and
providing a link to your ‘documents’ – you cannot buy
insurance against coronavirus

•

Emails, social media adverts and texts advertising coronavirus testing kits for home use

•

Emails telling you that you have been fined for not observing lockdown rules

•

Fake advertisements for protective masks, hand gel and
vaccines which do not exist

•

Emails (or other messages) pretending to be from the
Department of Education which offers free school meals
whilst schools are closed, and requesting bank details

•

Someone selling a coronavirus ‘cure’ which does not
exist

•

Appeals from fake charities for donations

•

Fake text messages offering NHS and other frontline
employees tax refunds from the HMRC to thank them
for their efforts

The charity might be real, but these bags weren’t!

IF THIS HAPPENS TO YOU...
•

Avoid ordering coronavirus related products online, especially if it calls for payment by any means other than
credit card (which normally adds additional protection).

•

Get your up-to-date coronavirus advice from official
sources, such as the government or the NHS.

•

Check the authenticity of charity appeals.

REMEMBER - you should NEVER give your personal information and bank details to someone you don’t know or trust
– places like your bank or the HMRC will not ask for sensitive
information.
Consumer rights watchdog Which? also lists the following tips to spot scams:
•

Are there spelling or grammar mistakes in the message? Legitimate organisations will rarely, if ever, make
glaring spelling or grammatical mistakes

•

If you’ve been contacted by someone claiming to be
from your bank, get in touch with your bank to verify if
the message is legitimate or not

•

If the deal is too good to be true, it probably is

•

Scammers will often try to hurry your decision making
– don’t be pressured into making a decision too quickly.
Legitimate businesses and organisations will always give
you time to think things through.
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Kinross Lathro Farm
2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes available now

Ask us about First Home Fund
Up to £25,000 interest free towards your �irst home.
Get your feet on the property ladder at Lathro Farm.

Call 01577 898604 or visit our website for help and information.
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Councillor Mike Barnacle
I SENT THIS EMAIL to the Planning
Committee re the site north-west of
Schiehallion in the Back Crook of Crook
of Devon. This was debated on 3/06/20
with officers recommending approval.
Cllr Robertson addressed the Committee
at my request. I moved refusal, after querying whether
deferral for a site visit would be effectively time barred and
was successful by majority vote with all the local members
supporting refusal, later emailing my local colleagues
thanking them for their support and expressing the hope
that the applicant would engage with the local community
on an acceptable way forward for the site’s development.
Dear Colleagues,
As this local application is being decided virtually, I am
sending members my views on the report. I accept the need
to process applications speedily but feel there is a ‘democratic
deficit’ using virtual means only when deciding contentious
applications where deputations may be precluded and site
visits, relevant here, are deemed not ‘essential journeys’. A
hybrid meeting would be better!
Having read the Report & spoken with the Case Officer,
I ask members to note the comments of the Community
Council(CC) (Para21), Kinross-shire Civic Trust (KCT) &
residents (Para27). I have sympathy with those comments
made and ask you to look at the following:
1 NEIGHBOUR NOTIFICATION: The owners of Nine Acres
Scout Camp next to the site were not notified, a glaring
omission, given it has been there since 1938, is in regular
use between March and October, with up to 100 scouts plus
leaders camping during summer. Neighbour notifications
are worse under PKC than previous system!
2 STATUS OF PADDOCK: Kinross Area Local Plan 2004
excluded this ground from settlement envelope because
Forward Planning felt it was a sensitive site next to a scout
camp. During talks between the community, myself and
the landowner prior to LDP1, CC agreed to include the
area as white land within the settlement boundary on the
assurance there would be a development of ‘7 eco houses’.
Contrary to Para 31 it is not a zoned housing site so Para 38
is not applicable. Since LDP1, there has been no dialogue
between the applicant and community, during this time
the land has been subject to dumping of inappropriate
materials evidenced by photos provided to the Case
Officer. We now seem to have moved to a 10 house ‘gated’
development of urban design with only one house having
solar panels (Para 70).
3 RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IN PRINCIPLE: Although
I was present in October 2015 when this was agreed
(Para 19), the indicative layout plan for 9 houses was not
approved (Para 37) & Paragraphs 49 & 51 of that earlier
Report stressed ‘site density as too optimistic, with no
respect of the traditional developments in Back Crook (3
of the houses on the settlement map are recent in an area
I thought had conservation potential when first elected)
and more akin to an urban environment’; a statement
completely contrary to Para 40 of this Report. This
reinforces the CC’s view on the application being out of
character and overdevelopment.
4 ACCESS TO SITE: The current track to the Scout Camp is a
rural lane that is part of the Millenium core footpath around
the village and is well used. It has never been a tarmac road
except at the entrance by Innerdownie, so resurfacing is
not correct (Para 47). I disagree with Para 34 & agree with

News
KCT that the earlier layout was better with house frontages
internally and one access to the site near Kerine Cottage,
rather than 4 onto the lane; residents’ views on the impact
to the core path should be considered (have Community
Greenspace been consulted?), disagreeing with Para 51.
5 INCREASED TRAFFIC: Although Transport Planning have
no objection, the reality is that an additional 10 houses
accessing the Back Crook Road (a windy single track
green route and school road with a 20mph speed limit)
represents a 33% increase in traffic so I share residents’
concerns on this.
6 AFFORDABLE HOUSING: Para 26 advises developer
contributions to this per Para 66. I note a commuted
sum in lieu of onsite provision and completely disagree
with Para 67. In my 20 years as a councillor, I can only
recall two sites for affordable housing in the rural villages
of Kinross-shire. All that is being built are large houses for
the Edinburgh market with no affordable housing for local
people and none planned! This proposal would be more
acceptable to me if two of the houses were affordable
under shared equity.
7 WASTE WATER DRAINAGE: The Drum Waste Water
Treatment Plant has very limited capacity, with the Crook
Moss Gypsy Traveller Site, as far as I know, still not serviced
since residents arrived in 2012. Drum lies within the
Lochleven Catchment Management Area which requires
phosphate mitigation proposals if mains drainage is not
available. Para 55 makes no mention of this so I disagree
with Para 56. I hope you will consider these matters
carefully before deciding on the Report’s recommendation.
Councillor Michael Barnacle
Independent Member for Kinross-shire

The Green Village
Refillery

Plastic free grocery and ethical goods store
Shop on-line locally to buy eco-friendly versions of
everyday products. Delivery or click and collect. No
queues!
All our products are plastic free, zero waste, ethically
produced and in compostable and paper bags and
recycled glass bottles.
Over 90 products in stock – from store cupboard
essentials to household cleaners …come on in and
browse online and join the positive change. Shop at

www.thegreenvillage-refillery.co.uk
Over Dalkeith Stables, Rumbling Bridge, Kinross, KY13 0PT
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Councillor
Willie Robertson

Councillor
Richard Watters

Virtual committees: Because of the
current lockdown regulations the
Council has been operating using virtual
committees. This applies to the Planning
and
Development
Management
Committee as well. Despite my best
efforts it is likely that the planning application for phase 2 of
the Lathro Farm development which is due to go to committee
on 1 July will be determined by a virtual committee. I wrote to
the Council’s Chief Executive asking that major applications
like this be deferred until they can be debated in a public
chamber and not over the internet. This was refused. At the
last meeting of the planning committee two members of the
committee lost internet access during the debate. Under the
rules of the Council if you miss any part of the proceedings
you are not permitted to vote! The Persimmon application
has huge implications for local residents and services. It
should not be determined by a virtual committee and be
subject to the vagaries of an internet connection.
Fly tipping: There have been numerous cases of fly-tipping
over the last few months. The waste services team at Turfhills
have worked really hard clearing the rubbish up, often being on
site within 24 hours of the rubbish being reported. Hopefully with
the Council’s recycling centres now fully open the incidences of
fly-tipping will reduce substantially. However, as a precaution
please don’t pay anyone to take away waste for you unless you
are sure they are registered with SEPA to do so. Otherwise there
is a good chance it will end up dumped on a roadside verge or
field gateway. We must all work hard to keep Kinross-shire tidy.
Overgrown hedges: If your garden borders a pavement
please make sure that there is no vegetation from your property
overgrowing onto the pavement. Partially blocked pavements
make life very difficult for visually impaired people, people who
use disability buggies/wheelchairs, and prams.
Lethangie Road bridge: The road bridge over the north
Quiech river has always been a potential danger point due to
the poor sight lines and the speed of traffic. These safety issues
have been raised recently by a number of road users, both
walkers, cyclists and drivers. I have contacted the Council’s
road safety officers asking for the bridge to be assessed. It has
been suggested that the bridge becomes ‘one way’ (like the
River Devon bridge on the A91) with cars having to give way to
oncoming vehicles. I like this idea as it would both substantially
slow the speed of traffic and also make crossing the bridge
much safer for cyclists and pedestrians.
Giant Hogweed: There is giant hogweed growing near the
footbridge over the Back Burn on the Auld Mart Road to Burleigh
path. Milnathort Golf Club and the owners of Lethangie Farm
both kindly agreed to spray it. This is a dangerous weed. If it
comes into contact with your skin it can cause blistering and can
even cause blindness if it gets into your eyes. I am very grateful
for their actions in helping to control this noxious weed.
Potholes: During the Covid-19 the Council have only been
repairing major potholes. Please let me know if there are any
you are aware of needing to be filled. I have reported the two
deep potholes on the road from Tillywhally to Meikle Seggie
crossroads and the ones on the road linking Meikle Seggie
crossroads to the Finderlie Road.
Road drains: Many more people are out walking and cycling
– which is excellent. When out and about please keep your eyes
peeled for blocked road drains and let me know about them. I
have reported the ones on the north side of the A91 between
junction 7 and Gallowhill Road.
Councillor Willie Robertson

NEW INFECTIONS OF Covid 19 are
dropping in Scotland. The Test and
Protect scheme employed by the
Scottish Government is key in ensuring
that any future cases are quickly and
robustly prevented from spreading to
the wider community. This has resulted
in the further easing of lockdown restrictions and should
allow us a view of the ‘new normal’ that we will need to
get used to until an effective Covid 19 vaccine is available.
However, for many people in our local communities, the
continuing economic costs of Covid 19 are still very real.
Figures for Perth and Kinross in April show that unemployment
increased by 94% and the number of applications for welfare
grants increased by 202%. Broke not Broken, our local
foodbank, noted a ten-fold rise in food parcels handed out in
one month as compared to the same period last year. Some
major companies in Perth and Kinross have also announced
that they are either closing or planning major redundancies.
The expectation is that all these numbers will increase over the
coming months as more people lose their jobs or businesses.
This crisis has highlighted the unfairness of our economy,
showing how close people are to being unable to pay their
bills and needing to use foodbanks to feed their families.
While there is no doubt that the furlough scheme and other
measures have helped individuals and businesses financially
survive the initial stages of this crisis, they do not deal with the
core ongoing problems of poverty and the growing inequalities
in our society.
To help address this, one policy whose time has definitely
come is the Citizen Basic Income (CBI), sometimes referred
to as Universal Basic Income (UBI). CBI means that every
citizen in the country universally and unconditionally receives
a basic income to cover all their basic needs. Initial work
has shown that even a minimal basic income will virtually
eliminate poverty and will massively reverse health and social
inequalities. This will also create huge savings down the line,
never mind the immensely positive impact on people’s lives,
by providing a ‘basic platform on which people can build
their lives – whether they want to earn, learn, care, or set up a
business’ (RSA, 2016).
Over the past two years, a partnership of Fife, North Ayrshire,
City of Edinburgh, and Glasgow City Councils have worked
together with NHS Health Scotland and the Improvement
Service to explore the feasibility of a CBI pilot in Scotland. They
have just published a report with recommendations on how
run three-year pilot schemes throughout Scotland. Fife council
is proposing a pilot in Kelty.
The key questions that any pilot needs to address include the
amount of the Basic Income, how payment levels are applied
across different age groups, how to pay for the funding, what
changes to the existing tax and National Insurance system are
required, and choosing which benefits to withdraw.
Even without the current Covid 19 crisis, the increasing
use of automation and artificial intelligence will increase
unemployment. The wealth of the country may grow but more
people will be excluded from sharing that wealth. The Covid 19
crisis has highlighted and accelerated the challenges that the
current system poses in dealing with financial insecurity and
inequalities.
Due to the Covid 19 crisis, support for the principle of a
CBI in Scotland is growing, with support from all the political
parties in Scotland, including party leaders with Willie Rennie
and Nicola Sturgeon raising it at First Ministers Questions in
the Scottish Parliament.
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For a CBI pilot, a lot of the powers required are reserved to
Westminster. Moving forward with the Pilots will depend on
the willingness and cooperation of the Department of Work
and Pensions (DWP), HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC), and
HM Treasury.
Finland and other countries around the world have
already run pilot projects that show numerous benefits, such
as decreasing inequalities and decreasing poverty, while
increasing the general wellbeing of the population and
encouraging people to be more entrepreneurial.
More information can be found at https://basicincome.scot/
Councillor Richard Watters

John Nicolson, MP

Liz Smith,
MSP

ALL THE INDICATORS, thankfully,
seem to be heading in the right
direction and, without wanting to
tempt fate, it looks like we are going
to be able to start moving through
the phases out of lockdown as laid
out in the route-map which the Scottish government have
published.
If you have not seen it, you probably should. It is a very useful
guide that provides a lot of the “When can I... ?” questions that
everyone understandably has.
It can be found online at www.gov.scot/publications/
coronavirus-covid-19-what-you-can-and-cannot-do/
The month just gone saw us marking both Carers’ Week and
Volunteers’ Week, opportunities to recognise the wonderful
work done in our communities by two groups of people who
give so much of their own time and energy to help others. The
work they do is important at the best of times but, throughout
this pandemic, the contribution of volunteers and carers has
been absolutely indispensable.
Indeed, the challenges posed by the pandemic have seen
many people taking on new carer and volunteering roles.
I am conscious, too, that there is a great deal of crossover
between those two groups of people. To anyone who is a carer,
volunteer or, indeed, both, I want to send a very big thank you,
your efforts really are seen and appreciated.
As lockdown eases, more businesses will be able to get back
to work and I know that will be a huge relief to many. The
upheaval caused by the coronavirus has had a massive impact
on the economy – here in Kinross-shire, as well as nationally
and globally.
Just as there was government support for business made
available as we went into lockdown, there is no doubt that a
range of support mechanisms will be needed as we work our
way back out.
For example, I was pleased to note the news that town
centres in Scotland will benefit from £2million of funding to
support the recovery of local communities. This is in addition to
the £1 million BIDs Resilience Fund announced in March.
The Towns and Business Improvement Districts (BIDs)
Resilience and Recovery Fund is open to local authorities as well
as community and development trusts, chambers of commerce
and town centre partnerships to address immediate concerns
and to help finance emergency recovery projects.
For the moment, my constituency office remains closed but
my staff and I are still working and can be contacted by post
(63 Glasgow Road, Perth PH2 0PE), by phone (01738 620540),
or by email (Roseanna.cunningham.msp@parliament.scot),
providing advice and assistance on the usual range of issues.
Stay safe and keep following the guidance that is being
issued by the Scottish Government.
Roseanna Cunningham, MSP

THE ANNOUNCEMENT THAT the
country’s tourism sector has been told
to prepare to re-open on July 15 was
very much welcomed.
Although it is obviously a provisional
decision and will depend on Covid-19
infection figures, it allows hotels, restaurants and pubs to take
valuable bookings and plan ahead.
Many businesses in the tourism industry face a precarious
situation caused by the impact of Covid-19 and they realise
how difficult it is going to be to kick-start our economy.
However, on the brighter side, we now have a provisional
date set for tourism businesses to re-open which will play
part of the vital role to get the economy moving again. The
overall fragile state of the country’s economy was evident in
a damning report, recently published by KPMG, which warned
that the Scottish economy is expected to shrink by nearly 7%.
The report underlined just how serious the economic slump
is by describing the situation as ‘the most severe economic
downturn in modern times.’ It is estimated that one in 10
of the country’s workforce could be unemployed, with the
country’s GDP (Gross Domestic Product) forecast to fall by at
least a third.
UK government schemes can help. For example, the
Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme (CJRS) have given thousands
of businesses a much-needed lifeline during Covid-19, and the
Chancellor’s plan to have a gradual withdrawal of support is
aimed at getting businesses back working again.
It can’t be understated just how valuable the billions of
pounds provided by the UK government has been, but the
Scottish government has the powers to delve deep within its
own budget to help our ailing economy and get businesses
back working.
Other measures to support businesses as they get back to
work will need to include helping furloughed employees look
for other jobs, which may involve offering various courses to
enable people to learn new skills.
Meanwhile, retailers in the High Street will have to
reconfigure their shops to cater for social distancing and ensure
they have hand-sanitisation stations available. Many retailers
rely on high footfall but this will probably be difficult to achieve
with social distancing measures still in place for several months
to come.
Longer-term financial help will need to be provided to the
hospitality sector as it tries to get back on its feet.
As we move towards phase 2, these businesses will be
looking for the lifeline they so desperately need.
Liz Smith, MSP

All at the Newsletter wish to extend
our condolences and our thoughts to
John Nicolson, MP and his family on
the sad loss of John’s mother, who
passed away at the beginning of June.
There is no column from John this
month.

Roseanna Cunningham,
MSP
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Councillor
Callum Purves
Gigabit Kinross-shire
With many more of us now working
or learning from home using video
conferencing and other digital means
to stay in touch, the importance of
better connectivity is clearer now
than ever. Many people in Kinross-shire continue to have
poor broadband speeds and connections, not just in the
rural areas but in the towns and villages too.
There are many benefits of better broadband over and
above the obvious better download and streaming speeds.
They also deliver improved quality of video conferencing;
better quality WiFi services from business premises and
community facilities; improved use of telecare such as
community alarms and telehealth technologies that monitor
real-time health information such as heart rate and blood
pressure; and environmental monitoring technologies such
as monitoring phosphate levels in the loch.
These benefits can be achieved with gigabit connections,
which means a download speed of at least 1 Gbps or 1000
Mbps but in many cases, they can be much higher than this.
Such connections can be delivered in a number of different
ways, including fibre-to-the-premises, 5G and fixed wireless.
Broadband, particularly in rural areas, has always
been a thorny issue. Unusually, both the Scottish and UK
governments have joint responsibility for this policy area, and
this is often supplemented by projects carried out locally by
councils.
The Scottish Government’s much vaunted R100 scheme
has seen delay after delay. Its aim was to upgrade every
property getting under 30 Mbps download speed. While the
project for our area has now been signed and we should know
when each property will be upgraded in the next few months,
it is now unlikely that this goal of reaching 100 per cent of
premises will be achieved.
The UK Government has its own scheme called the Rural
Gigabit Voucher programme. If it receives download speeds
of less than 100 Mbps, a residential property is eligible for
a £1500 voucher for an upgrade and, similarly, a business
premises is eligible for a voucher of £3500. Every property
in Kinross-shire meets this criterion, meaning that there is
potentially £9 million worth of vouchers available locally.
These upgrades are best delivered by homes and businesses
banding together to set up community fibre partnerships
that sign a contract with Openreach or another fibre installer.
We have seen successful examples of this in the last year with
Cuthill Towers, Mawcarse and Cleish all already or soon able
to receive full fibre.
There is therefore a real opportunity to see the whole
of Kinross-shire upgraded to a gigabit broadband solution
by making use of all the different programmes offered by

SCOTLANDWELL FRAMES
Bespoke framing for your sport shirts,
photos, paintings, prints & mementos
14 Friar Place, SCOTLANDWELL

News
the UK Government, the Scottish Government and Perth &
Kinross Council. This would also allow us to work with local
businesses and community groups to make the best use of
this new technology.
We have had an initial meeting with a wide range of
representatives from community councils, community
groups and businesses and are keen to set up a small
steering committee to take this project forward. If you
would like to be kept informed about this project, or are
interested in sitting on the steering committee, please let
me know.
Recovery and Renewal
I have written before about my desire to see the
Council operate more efficiently by cutting red tape
and delivering better value for taxpayers. One of the
unintended benefits of the coronavirus is that it has
forced the Council to deliver projects extremely quickly
(many of which councillors have previously been told
were not possible).
We need to ensure that this approach continues going
forward, adopting a ‘Think Yes’ approach to queries
and requests from local residents. The Council needs to
stop getting bogged down in policies, procedures and
departmental responsibilities that often leads to the
impression that getting anything done in the Council is like
wading through treacle.
This should be considered as part of a wider change to how
the Council operates. The current situation has demonstrated
that often community groups can deliver services more
effectively than the Council. In Kinross-shire, the community
resilience groups were up and running well in advance of the
Council’s community efforts.
When the Council eventually tried to get involved, it simply
tried to duplicate what was already being done and caused
confusion. While volunteers cannot replace everything that the
Council does (nor should they be expected to), sometimes the
Council should learn to step back and allow communities to
take the lead. It can help in other ways such as providing small
grants and advice.
Over the next few months, the Council will be conducting a
major engagement exercise on the impact of the pandemic
but also on what people want to see from the Council going
forward. I would encourage you to get involved, particularly
telling us what you think the Council does not do well and what
the Council could stop doing, that our communities can deliver
more effectively.

Councillor Callum Purves

Your Local HANDYMAN
I provide a RELIABLE, Local Service
All types of work undertaken (inside and out) –
clearance, painting and decorating, shelving,
curtain rails, plus much more!
Free no obligation quote
Very reasonable rates
No job too small

Call Stuart Garvie

Call Phil on 01592 841013 or 07739 231193
Email: pipreed68@icloud.com

01592 840825/07788 142909

69 Whitecraigs, Kinnesswood, Kinross
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Police Box
Rural Crime

Rogue Traders - Who Should I Call...

Perth & Kinross continues to be targeted by professional
criminals who are focusing their attention on farm and
plant equipment ranging from quad bikes to trailers. A
number of caravans have also been stolen recently.

…if I feel threatened, unsafe, or suspicious of a caller?
• Contact the police immediately on 999

A number of these thefts could be been prevented by
taking some simple crime prevention steps.
Reduce access by removing all gates and entrances that
are no longer in use and replacing them with a permanent
fence or other barrier; secure all gates with good padlocks
and repair fencing promptly to prevent/restrict any future
unauthorised access.
• If possible, park vehicles as close to your premises as
possible, preferably out of sight from nearby roads
• Remove keys when not in use
• Fit wheel clamps and/or locking posts or consider an
alarm

…if I see something suspicious in my area, or want
more advice about bogus callers?
• Contact the police on 101.
• Try and take a note of vehicle details or registration
numbers, and descriptions of anyone suspicious.
…if I want to contact the police anonymously?
• Contact the independent charity Crimestoppers on
0800 555 111. You can also visit their website at www.
crimestoppers-uk.org
…to find out more about home safety services?
• When circumstances allow, contact your local
council for more information. Depending on your
circumstances, you may qualify for a free security
alarm.

Police Scotland – local community

• Park larger vehicles in front of access doors to prevent
easy access

Telephone 101 for non-emergencies

Mark or customise your property so that it’s easily
identifiable. This can deter thieves and assist recovery
if they are stolen. CESAR is the nationally recognised
marking scheme and vehicles in the scheme are four
times less likely to be stolen and six times more likely to
be identified. This can have a beneficial impact on your
insurance premiums.

PC Ben Clark and PC Matthew Ross.

Community officers for Kinross-shire:
Email: taysidekinross-shireCPT@scotland.pnn.police.uk
Community Sergeant (Kinross-shire): Sgt Michelle Burns.
Community Inspector for Perth South (Strathearn,
Strathallan, Almond & Earn, Kinross-shire): PI Katrina
Thompson.

At the very least make notes of chassis/serial numbers; take
photographs of the items, particularly any distinguishable
features which would allow it to be identified if traced.

PC Spalding is also on Police Scotland twitter and can be
followed on twitter.com/policescotland or @Kinross

If we can make it difficult for organised crime gangs
to target our communities then they will quickly look
elsewhere for easier prey.

Twitter:
policescotland

@KinrossPc or twitter.com/

Facebook:

www.facebook.com/PoliceScotland

For more information and advice visit www.
ruralwatchscotland.co.uk or Police Scotland’s own website
and search for rural crime.

Website:

www.scotland.police.uk

Recent Incidents
Overnight on Wednesday 10 June a 10ft GR70 fishing
rod and Airflo fly box containing 60 flies was stolen from
Kinross Fisheries at Balado. (CR/15149/20)
Between 11 am Tuesday 9 and 11am Wednesday 10 June
a collection of pots, plants and an ornamental grass were
stolen from The Cross, Milnathort. (CR/15250/20)
Anyone with any information that may be useful should
contact Tayside Division on 101 or any police officer,
quoting the crime reference number listed at each incident.
Alternatively, information can be passed anonymously via
the charity Crimestoppers on 0800 555 111.
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Ways of Following the Police:

Community Watch
Receive email alerts about criminal incidents in your area,
crime prevention advice, flood alerts and much more by
signing up to Perth and Kinross Community Watch. The
range of information received can be tailored individually;
each person signing up can choose which partner agencies
they would like to receive messages from. Visit this website
for more details: www.pkcommunitywatch.co.uk

Crime Stoppers
– Telephone 0800 555 111
This is a free phone number (unless you are using a mobile
phone), which any member of the public can contact at
any time if you have information relating to a criminal
activity of any sort. It is, if you wish, confidential and you
cannot be contacted if you choose to remain anonymous.

JOHN NICOLSON MP

OCHIL AND SOUTH PERTHSHIRE

@MrJohnNicolson
John Nicolson MP

@JohnNicolsonMP
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A Centenary of Memorials
THIS SIMPLE DEDICATION outside the
Institute in Crook of Devon is to be
found inscribed on a granite tablet that
forms part of the memorial to the men
of Fossoway Parish who were killed in
action during the Great War. The names
of 18 men are listed on two tablets
placed on either side of the dedication
stone. Similar parish memorials remembering those who died during both the
First and Second World Wars stand
proud, not only in all the other parishes
of Kinross-shire but also throughout the
land.
In recent years we have marked the
centenary of the Great War and this
year we remember episodes from World
War II, in particular Dunkirk, VE Day and
VJ Day. The special act of remembering
those who died in action takes place both
nationally at the Cenotaph in London and
locally at the countless memorials erected in the early 1920s. The first of these to
be erected in Kinross-shire were unveiled
one hundred years ago in July 1920 in Kinnesswood and Crook of Devon.
The formal end to the war that had
broken out in August 1914 did not take
place until a peace treaty was signed
with Germany on 28 June 1919. A few
weeks later, on 19 July 1919, the end of
hostilities was finally celebrated with a
day of festivities and parades designated Peace Day. The building of war memorials soon followed.
The responsibility for planning and
erecting war memorials was given to
Parish Councils which were asked to set
up War Memorial Committees under
section 24 of the Local Government Act
(Scotland) 1894. The most popular form
of memorial was a stone monument of
remembrance on which the names of
the fallen would be inscribed. In a flurry of activity that lasted for about three
years, stonemasons carried on a very lucrative business. Six outdoor parish memorials were eventually to be erected in
Kinross-shire between the summers of
1920 and 1922 at Kinross, Milnathort,
Cleish, Crook of Devon, Kinnesswood
and Blairingone.
At 3pm on Saturday 17 July 1920 a
large crowd gathered outside the Bish-

Portmoak Parish War Memorial in Kinnesswood - 100 years old this month

opshire Golf Club at the southern end of
Kinnesswood to witness the unveiling of
the Portmoak Parish War Memorial by
the Scottish advocate, judge and Member of Parliament Mr A H Briggs Constable of Benarty (1865-1928). Educated
at Dollar Academy and the University of
Edinburgh, Andrew Briggs Constable was
to become Dean of the Faculty of Advocates and Solicitor General for Scotland.
A King’s Counsel since 1908, he had been
awarded a CBE just prior to the unveiling
of the Portmoak War Memorial.
The memorial in Portmoak takes
the form of a rustic pink granite stone
topped by a Celtic wheel-head cross
carved in relief in a recessed circle on
the upper face. On a recessed panel below are inscribed the names of 21 ‘lads
from the parish who fell in the Great
War’. Below are three additional names
of RAF men who died in action during
World War II. One of these is George
Thompson who was posthumously
awarded the Victoria Cross in February 1945. The stone of remembrance
was designed by the Edinburgh architect William Constable (born 1863) and
made by Stewart McGlashen and Son
Ltd, monumental sculptors at Canonmills in Edinburgh.
The unveiling ceremony on 17 July

1920 opened with the singing of Psalm
23 followed by scripture readings, an
address and unveiling by Mr Briggs Constable, a prayer and the singing of Scottish Paraphrase 66 – ‘How bright these
glorious spirits shine’. The ceremony
closed with the Benediction and singing
of the National Anthem. A similar ceremony took place that same afternoon
at Crook of Devon with the unveiling of
the Fossoway Parish war memorial by
Mr J Moubray of Naemoor. This stone
of remembrance had been designed by
J Balfour Paul.
The unveiling of stones of remembrance in Portmoak and Fossoway Parishes 100 years ago in July 1920 was to
be followed in succeeding years with
similar parish memorials in Kinross
(January 1921), Milnathort (November
1921) and Cleish (July 1922) all erected,
as were other memorials and rolls of
honour, to the proud memory of those
from Kinross-shire who laid down their
lives in two world wars.
How bright these glorious spirits shine;
Whence all their bright array?
How came they to the blissful seats
Of everlasting day?
David Munro,
Kinross (Marshall) Museum
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The Bee-ginner’s Guide
amazing to see how well the bees were
getting along and I quickly regained my
confidence in inspecting the frames. I
checked everything looked healthy and
the bees were behaving. Although my
elusive queen remained hidden, eggs
could be seen which means she was
present and doing her job, so I was relieved all looked well. Coming to the
end of May I have been in to my hive
multiple times since that first inspection, finding many different situations
to deal with. I am very lucky to have
association members at the end of the
phone so with a few calls and asking
many questions these few weeks have
been relatively stress free and enjoyable after all.
Honeybee on lavender

MY FIRST YEAR IN BEEKEEPING
AFTER COMPLETING THE beginners’
course and getting my first hive in July
2019, all I felt was excitement to get
going as a beekeeper. I had read countless books, asked a million questions to
the very patient members of my local
association and felt ready to embark on
my adventure. For me, the end of summer going into autumn was a good time
to have got my first hive, as although
the hive needs inspecting and helping
to prepare for the winter it is all at a
slower pace. That made the timing ideal for a new beekeeper getting to grips
with how to work with the bees.
I quickly learnt how they communicate when they are not happy that
you’re disturbing them and how a
happy hive sounds too. Going into the
winter I felt as prepared as I could be
for the upcoming spring when the bees
wake and things get busy. Beekeeping
is very hands on and, being a practical
learner, I was grateful for opportunities
handling bees at the association apiaries, ‘helping out’ at others hives, learning by seeing how others worked with
their bees.
All that was to change though with
Covid-19 rearing its ugly head and social isolation being put in place just as
spring was upon us. I went from feeling
confident that I might be able to see a
spring first inspection and then do mine
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with possible assistance to the reality
of doing it all alone. I’m very lucky that
my hive is sited in my garden allowing
me to watch every move my bees made
and as the warm weather hit their activity increased allowing me to judge
when was right to go in.
Suiting up and lighting my smoker for the first time since October was
nerve-wracking and exciting in equal
measure. On opening my hive, it was
Hive inspection

For me, starting beekeeping was all
about learning something new which
incorporated my enjoyment of my garden and love of nature but also would
challenge me too, with the added bonus of a jar of honey at the end of the
season if I’m lucky. I am fully aware
that I have so much more to learn and
that as time goes on the bees will present many different situations but I’ll be
honest, there is nothing as relaxing as
sitting in the garden watching and listening to the bees go about their daily
business.
Jo Ramsay, Balado

To Beekeeping
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are in danger and they wish to save them. This is not quite
true as a lot of the publicity relates to bumblebees and not
honeybees but interest in the welfare of bees is always to be
welcomed and encouraged.

Honeybee...

AN EXPERIENCED BEEKEEPER
SHARES HER SECRETS
I HAVE BEEN KEEPING honeybees for 26 years and during
that time there have been many ups and downs. My grandfather and father kept bees, but I did not show any interest
until I decided to move to Scotlandwell. Beekeeping is an
enjoyable hobby which has taken me not only all over the
UK, but to various parts of the world, resulting in beekeeping friends worldwide. I have become a Scottish and British
Honey Judge, Judges Referee at the National Honey Show in
London, a Scottish Apiarian certificate holder and Director of
World Beekeeping Awards. All are voluntary positions.
I started with five colonies and had two mentors, the late
Geoff Wardell and Richard Rozycki. At that time, they both
stayed in the Scotlandwell area. It was enjoyable working
with Geoff and Richard and I soon discovered that there was
a lot of work involved with looking after bees. Having a mentor was important.
Bees are like wild animals. They cannot be tamed but
with care and proper management they are fine and good
to work with. But they can have their ‘off days’. They don’t
like certain weather conditions and if you are clumsy and go
banging about the hive then beware. You will soon get the
message that they don’t want to be disturbed! Also, if the
new queens mate with a different strain of honeybee then
that may result in a more aggressive colony.
I soon realised that there was a need for a properly constructed beginners’ course. Being President of Fife Beekeepers’ Association and also Dunfermline & West Fife Beekeepers’ Association with a lot of members in the Kinross
and Milnathort area it was time to organise such a course.
This course is run each year and held in Portmoak Hall, Scotlandwell. There are nine indoor lessons before going outdoors to gain hands on experience. This is always under the
supervision of an experienced beekeeper who has had tutor
training. Without training it can be alarming opening a hive
containing up to 60,000 honeybees.

It is important to learn about the life cycle of the honeybee as this helps in relation to managing the colony. Certain times of the year can be busy (especially around May
and June) when there is a possibility of the hive swarming.
One of the important lessons is to learn how to control and
prevent swarming. It takes a bit of practise to know exactly
what to look for and this is a time of year when I receive a lot
of phone calls from our members looking for advice and reassurance. Honeybees also suffer from various viruses, and
experience can help you know what to look for and how and
when to treat them.
I have had phone calls from the public excited to tell me
that they have purchased a hive; can they get bees? Once
I explain all that’s involved and recommend that they complete a beginners course, some have second thoughts and
give up on the idea of becoming a beekeeper. Putting a hive
in the garden and expecting it to magically produce honey
just does not happen. A colony that is not looked after stands
little chance of surviving the winter months.
What can you as the public do to help all bees – honeybees, bumblebees and solitary bees?
There are many different varieties in the UK. Grow plenty
of bee-friendly plants. I love to see areas of colourful wildflowers especially grown by the councils. Put up bee houses.
These can be varying sizes of hollow canes in a box or a block
of wood with different sizes of holes drilled in it. You will know
when they are occupied as the bee seals the entrance with
mud. Most bees don’t sting and if they do, it is only when
annoyed. Take great pleasure in watching bees at work on the
plants. They are not interested in you, but are looking for pollen and nectar to carry back to their home. Honeybees will
survive the winter as a colony while bumblebees, solitary bees
and wasps all die towards the end of the summer and it is only
the queens that go and hibernate during the cold months.
If you do see a swarm (a large, tight cluster of bees possibly hanging from a branch) then please do not destroy it
but give me a ring instead. Take care and enjoy the wildlife
around.
Enid Brown can be contacted on 07763 809367
...and, for comparison, a bumblebee

Potential beekeepers increase each year. Beekeeping is
fast becoming a popular hobby and people think that bees
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Long Gone, Never Forgotten
READERS OF THE LAST NEWSLETTER will recall we were on
the track of any relatives of a young Kinross airman – Andrew Downie – shot down aged 21 with his four colleagues,
and tragically all killed over a western part of Germany close
to the Belgium/ Holland border in April 1942. They were returning from a bombing raid. The five British airmen were
buried with full military honours in Willich, and later were
transferred to the Reichswald Forest Commonwealth War
Graves Commission Cemetery on 12 November 1947, where
they found their final resting place.
Prof David Munro MBE, after delving into his archives and
encyclopaedic brain, suggested we try Margaret Downie in
Muir Park Road, Kinross, who might be a relative. Lo and behold, he was right. Now aged 88, Margaret is Andrew’s sister,
and was nine years old when her big brother was killed, all
those years ago. She has a 95 year old sister, Janet (Nettie)
now living in Harrow, London. We called her, and she was
very pleased that to hear that a German gentleman, from
where the bomber crashed, was trying to get in touch with
the families of the five aircrew who died.
From Willich, Christoph Heyes told us he is writing a

book about his part of Germany
in the war. One of the stories was
of a Wellington bomber, which
crashed near his village, killing all
five crew, one of whom was Andrew Downie, and he was trying
to contact their families as a follow up. He had an extraordinary
eye witness account to share, and
wondered if we could track down
Andrew’s family. Christoph said: ‘It
Pilot Officer Andrew Downie,
would make me very happy, if the killed in action 15 April 1942
memory of that nearly forgotten
plane crash could bring our countries closer together.’

The Crash

In the wake of a large-scale night attack on Dortmund, in
which the British Royal Air Force lost 25 bombers, one Wellington II crashed near the Dutch border on its return flight.
It was a 158 Squadron bomber, with the designation Z 8490
NP - N, which had taken off from Driffield airfield in England
at 10.22pm on Tuesday evening, 14 April, 1942. The British

The immaculately-kept graveyard in the Reichswald Forest, final resting-place of Pilot Officer Andrew Downie
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Above: Wellington bomber, similar to that which P.O. Downie
was flying on the fateful night.
Right: The entrance to the Reichswald Forest War Cemetery

bomber went up in flames when the crash occurred, and the
explosion itself set Jakob Nilges’ farm on fire, burning the
house to the ground.
A major attack on Dortmund was indeed carried out by
the RAF on the night of 14/15 April 1942. In this operation
alone, the RAF lost 17 bombers. This was part of a group of
208 aircraft, including 142 Wellington, 34 Hampden, 20 Stirling, 8 Halifax and 4 Manchester, all of which bombed Dortmund that night. This aircraft armada was the largest ever to
bomb Dortmund. Five Wellington and four Hampden were
lost in that particular operation. That did not prevent them
from carrying out another attack against this city the very
next day.
The OKW (German High Command) report on 15.4.1942
stated: ‘British bombers attacked west Germany last night.
The civilian population suffered some casualties and wounded. Flak artillery and night fighters shot down ten of the attacking bombers.’
Christoph, the German gentleman researching his part
of Germany, said: ‘I had tears in my eyes when you told me
about Andrew Downie’s sister still living in Kinross. And now
even two sisters – wow. Thank you so much for your help.

Please tell me if I can send or translate something for you or
Andrew Downie’s sisters. I would love to call them soon, just
to learn more about their brother and to fill the name with
a story.’
Andrew’s sister, Margaret, and Christoph Heyes, in Germany, are now happily in touch, following a very moving
phone call made on Sunday 7 June. They are sharing what
information each has, including the photo of Andrew, taken
not long before he died.

Margaret said: ‘It’s been an amazing feeling to be in touch
with someone from the German town where my dear brother
Andrew was killed all those years ago. I was just 9 years old, yet
Andrew was my hero and his loss hit us all hard. Now, we are
all in the middle of another almost
wartime experience, with a different
sort of foe to fight. My generation is
and struck the ground in a ball of fire.
used to hardship and challenges, so
We saw the flames around the fuselage.
we’ll win this one eventually, never
The aircraft had exploded on impact.
fear. I’m so grateful to Christoph in
The debris flew towards Unterbrucher
Germany for taking an interest in us,
Straße and the farm of Jakob Nilges.
wanting to find us and in honouring
my brother’s memory. Danke Schon! I
‘The plane was on its way back to Enghope he comes to visit us, and he will
land, and had no bombs on board. Due
be made most welcome. He is a craft
to the exploding fuel, burning parts
brewer, and we would like him to try
flew into the house of Nilges, and set
some of ours, at Loch Leven Brewery!’
it on fire, which then burned to the

EYE WITNESS ACCOUNT

German resident Willi Holter, who lived
near the crash site, reported as follows:
‘It was the night of 15 April 1942 and
a Wellington bomber crashed. The airraid alarms had become a habit, and we
didn’t always get up. This was also the
case that night, when the bedroom was
lit up by spotlights, and the flak was especially robust.
‘I went to the window and saw a Wellington circling low, picked out in the spotlight. The plane had already been hit.
She eventually went into a steep glide,

ground. The heavy plane engines lay in
the direction of the village, to the right
of the road.’

https://www.willicherpils.de/
Compiled by Andy Middlemiss
and David Munro
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Anyone For Tennis?

We look back to the origins of Fossoway Tennis Club
IS THERE A TENNIS CLUB in Crook of
Devon? Where? These are two questions I’m often asked. To the observant
motorist passing through the Crook, or
even those who may stop for a bite to
eat or a drink at the Inn, it is not surprising that the court remains an unknown
feature of the village. Tucked away off
the Main Street and up Church Road
at the junction with Waulkmill, lies the
unmistakeable geometry and fixtures of
a hard-tarmac court, hardly given a second glance from the nearby residents.
The high perimeter fence wouldn’t
look out of place around a penal institution, yet its overbearing presence is
very much less oppressive! The clubhouse or pavilion or hut, depending on
your preference or maturity in years,
stands as a reminder of a bygone era. It
looks more or less the same as it did in
the 1930s, having been maintained and
repaired continuously over the past 90
or so years much to the chagrin and expense of the club’s members.
Officially opened by John James
Moubray (1857-1928), Lord Lieutenant of Kinross-shire, and owner of the
Moubray Estate on which the court lies,
the grounds were offered to the players
thus; ‘You can have the ground for your
tennis court, free of rent or feu-duty;
go ahead and build your court.’ That

opening ceremony took place in 1925,
as stated in a letter from Naemoor Estate factor, Mr W.J. McLaren, or perhaps
in 1926/7 according to Mr P Clark (a
member in the 1920s), who was present at the official opening. Either way,
the ceremony marks the foundation of
the club, although tennis was probably
being played there before. Unfortunately, no documentation exists; this was to
cause the club’s members some consternation a few years later.
The first recorded cash statement
pertaining to the club is dated October
1929 and the first recorded minutes are
from a club meeting on 10 April 1931
held in the local post office. Present at
that first meeting were Misses Boyle,
Coutts, Miller, C Miller (Hon. Secretary),
Paterson and Scobie and Messrs. Duncan, L Campbell and J Campbell. At that
meeting, the purchase of a new net was
discussed, ‘for the same price as the one
bought in 1930,’ and curtains for the Pavilion were to be sought. A further meeting in June discussed preparations for a
summer dance, ‘as previous occasions’.
A venue isn’t mentioned, but this event
was most probably held at the Institute
(the village hall) which was opened in
1911 by Miss Ellen Moubray.
Spring and summer committee
meetings were held in the pavilion but

cold winter nights meant a committee
member’s house was intruded upon.
Tennis continued through the 1930s,
with a new surface laid in 1935. Regular meetings were held and minutes
taken. A match against Bridge of Allan
Tennis Club took place in 1931 with
prizes on offer. A match was also played
against a team selected from Crook of
Devon Golf club (this golf course was
closed at the outbreak of war and never reopened) which was situated approximately a mile south of the court
on Golf Course Rd.
World War II descended on Crook
of Devon but tennis continued. The first
mention of any impact on the club was
when they couldn’t hold their annual summer dance as the Institute had
been taken over by the YMCA for the
housing, moral teaching and physical
wellbeing of the soldiers. Tennis balls
(which were expensive and difficult to
obtain) were given freely to the soldiers
and the court was reserved for HM
forces every Sunday from 2pm. Nurses
from a local hospital were subsequently granted free use of the court as were
Land Army personnel and staff at Dr
Barnardo’s Home.
Following the war, the Naemoor
Estate changed ownership; for the first
time since 1830 it was no longer in the
possession of the Moubray family. J.J.
Moubray had passed away and some
of his children had moved to the faroff corners of the empire. Mr and Mrs
Moubray attended their son’s wedding
in Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) in 1927. Mrs
Moubray had taken up residence in Catterick, N. Yorkshire.
The ownership of the tennis court
was under the spotlight in 1946 when
the estate changed hands from the
Moubray family to Messrs. Lambert.
With no formal conveyance of the
ground in existence, a frantic series of
letters were sent in an attempt to establish the legal position. Correspondence
with former members, factors and Mrs
J.J. Moubray was hastily initiated. Even
the former gardener at Naemoor Estate
was asked for his recollections!
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With the free assistance of Henderson & Graham, Solicitors & Notaries,
negotiations with the new owners resulted in the granting of a formal disposition of the ground being granted
freely to the club in 1947 – although the
club were to meet the costs of the disposition (waived by Henderson & Graham). The club paid only for expenses,
a sum of £1 5s.
It has to be assumed that the new
owners of Naemoor Estate were sympathetic towards the club because Henderson & Graham were also acting on
behalf of the new owners of the estate!
That particular hurdle having been negotiated, the club could continue safe

in the knowledge that the club’s property was now legally recognised and the
stakeholders would be the trustees of
the club; President, Treasurer and Secretary, having been duly elected by the
members. A constitution was drafted
and the club’s status was secure.
From 1946, with legal wrangles behind them, the club could focus on playing tennis and the recurring issues of
court, pavillion and fence maintenance.
And of course, whist drives and summer
dances, as fundraising was paramount
to meet the costs of these items and
equipment. Acquiring nets, balls and
racquets often meant a series of letters
to Thorntons in Edinburgh to ascertain

the best-value used equipment. The
issue of Sunday tennis was raised at a
meeting in 1959 and was banned. Up
until then play was allowed after 2pm,
the proximity of the church and possibility of disturbing church services having a bearing on that decision. Following
the election of new office bearers, the
Sunday ban was lifted in 1961, although
play wasn’t allowed to start until church
services had ended.
Regular committee meetings continued. General play was enjoyed by the
members as well as club tournaments –
there is no record from pre-1980 of any
results. In 1964 the court was deemed
in desperate need of resurfacing.
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There are no records of meetings
from May 1966 to April 1971. The AGM
of 1966 noted a poor attendance and
other than elect a committee, no formal
business was conducted. No accounts
or financial report was mentioned. At
the AGM April 65 the treasurer was not
present (left district) and no financial
report was presented. A public meeting
was held on 18 April 1971: purpose, to
reform an active tennis club in Crook
of Devon (there had been no club for 5
years). What happened? One can only
assume that with the court in a state of
disrepair and an appeal for support and
funding falling on deaf ears, the previous committee gave up. However, the
people rallied round and showed there
was an appetite to have to the club and
the facility in the community.
In 1974 it was deemed that due to
the state of the court netting (perimeter
fence) play wasn’t possible. The court
needed resurfaced and the clubhouse
needed painted. A meeting in 1977 was
held with the purpose of reforming the
club which had been unplayable since
1973. It appears from meeting notes of
the meeting that the council had resurfaced the court to a playable standard

and supplied a net and posts; a letter
of thanks was sent for. It is not clear if
the council did this as a goodwill gesture to the community, or perhaps, they
thought the court belonged to them –
it wouldn’t be the last time the council
made this mistake!
From the early eighties the club had
sufficient members to make a small
profit. Club memberships, fundraising
and external funding allowed the club
to resurface the court again in 1982.
Annual prize-giving social events at The
Inn became a regular occurrence. On
Thursday nights the court was set aside
for club nights for adults, junior and intermediate nights followed with varying
degrees of success. Organised coaching for kids was offered, with outside
coaches brought in and club members
also giving up their time to give children
fun lessons. This was only possible with
the commitment of local people and especially those on the committee.
A meeting of in August 1990 noted
that the council had stated the fence
was the responsibility of the council and
that they would also repair the playing
surface). The committee couldn’t believe their luck! Written confirmation

Features
was requested. It transpired that the
council thought they owned the property, but it was proven not be the case.
The offer of maintenance was dropped!
Proposed developments in the late
1990s resulted in drawn-out disputes
over boundaries and ownership. These
disputes were eventually resolved after
years of measuring, letter writing and
meetings. It is safe to say that everyone
is now aware of who owns the land and
where the boundaries are.
With new housing and a growing
population, the club continued to attract members. Family memberships
outweighed individual subscriptions.
Young children were introduced to tennis through the club and in conjunction
with the school there were Easter and
summer camps along with coaching for
both young and old. The Inn became
a regular club meeting place for many
years and a venue for social evenings.
The club was now thriving and an integral part of the fabric of the community.
Since the 1920s not much has
changed at the club; we no longer see
ladies in long skirts and gents in collar
and tie but the court is the same size and
the net the same height – the ‘pavilion’
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is still there and a fence surrounds. The
noise of balls being hit in a warm summer’s night still sounds the same and
the rain is still as wet. The older ones
know their chance of glory has passed
while the kids can still dream of playing
on centre court at Wimbledon.
The present committee are as com-

mitted (and nomadic) as those earlier
ones that kept the club going through
legal challenges and war, and those
who revived the club when it seemed
impossible. The community is fortunate
to have this facility, we are the custodians of the club for future generations.
If we put in the effort and commitment,

Fife, Stirling, Perthshire
0800 156 0544
Moss control, feeding and weed killing, scarifying and aeration.

£10 OFF FIRST TREATMENT

the club will be there in another hundred years; and it will most probably be
much the same!
If you would like to join Fossoway
Tennis Club contact the club at fossowaytennis@hotmail.co.uk
Gerry Keegan,
FTC President

Due to Covid-19 impact
HOME DELIVERIES ONLY

www.lawnmaster.co.uk
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EMERGENCY CONTACT NUMBERS
Perth & Kinross Council (PKC)

Kinross Kindness
Community information and support

01577 212 036

Customer Service Centre (Mon- Fri, 8am-6pm)

Medical

01738 475000

Loch Leven Health Centre

01577 862112

Reporting non-emergency Road and

Loch Leven Health Centre Out of Hours

01577 865252

Lighting faults (CLARENCE)

NHS 24
Perth Royal Infirmary main switchboard

111
01382 660111

(Admissions and Enquiries Desk)

PKC Out of Hours emergency numbers
Adult care services
Anti-social behaviour helpline

Perth Royal Infirmary

0800 232323
0345 301 11 20
01738 476173*42*

01738 473734

(*42* telephone and leave a voicemail)

Ninewells Hospital, Dundee

01382 660111

Child protection

01738 476768

Victoria Hospital, Kirkcaldy

01592 643355

Council housing emergency repairs

01738 476000

Queen Margaret Hospital, Dunfermline

01383 623623

Dangerous buildings

01738 476476

Rowlands Pharmacy, Kinross

01577 862422

Environmental Health

01738 476476

Davidson’s Chemist, Milnathort

01577 862219

Flooding

01738 476476

Homelessness

0800 917 0708

Mental health services

0345 301 11 20

Police, non-emergency

101

Police, Fire, Ambulance & Coastguard Emergencies

999

Gas (worried about gas safety)

0800 111 999

Roads (e.g. reporting blockage)
Traveline Scotland

01738 476476
0871 200 22 33

Water (loss of supply, foul water emergency) 0845 600 8855

Loch Leven Community Campus

01577 867200

Floods SEPA Floodline recorded messages

Kinross High School

01577 867100
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Health & Wellbeing
News from the
Health Centre

Nothing To Be Sneezed At!

HAYFEVER IS USUALLY worse between
late March and September, especially
when it’s warm, humid and windy. This
is when the pollen count is at its highest.
Symptoms of hayfever include:
• sneezing and coughing
• a runny or blocked nose
• itchy, red or watery eyes
• itchy throat, mouth, nose and ears
• loss of smell
• pain around your temples and
forehead
• headache
• earache
• feeling tired
If you have asthma, you might also:
• have a tight feeling in your chest
• be short of breath
• wheeze and cough
Hayfever will last for weeks or months,
unlike a cold, which usually goes away
after 1 to 2 weeks.

How to treat hayfever yourself

There is currently no cure for hayfever
and unfortunately, you cannot prevent
it. But, you can do things to ease your
symptoms when the pollen count is
high.

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

DO
•

DON’T

put Vaseline around your nostrils
to trap pollen
wear wraparound sunglasses to
stop pollen getting into your eyes
shower and change your clothes
after you have been outside to
wash pollen off
stay indoors whenever possible
keep windows and doors shut as
much as possible
vacuum regularly and dust with a
damp cloth
buy a pollen filter for the air vents
in your car and a vacuum cleaner
with a special HEPA filter

•

cut grass or walk on grass
spend too much time outside
keep fresh flowers in the house
smoke or be around smoke – it
makes your symptoms worse
dry clothes outside – they can catch
pollen
let pets into the house if possible –
they can carry pollen indoors

A pharmacist can help
with hayfever

Speak to your pharmacist if you have
hayfever.
They can give advice and suggest the
best treatments, like antihistamine
drops, tablets or nasal sprays to help
with:
•
•

itchy and watery eyes and sneezing
a blocked nose
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Hug Your Way To Happiness
LOCKDOWN HAS BEEN TOUGH for all of
us, and although some restrictions are
easing, many of us are still desperately
missing physical connection with our
family and friends. Touch has profound
benefits for human beings. With a
2-metre distance between us, and
constant reinforcing of the perception
that being physically close to another
human being is to be avoided at
all costs, what are the long-term
implications of this pandemic on the
human requirement for touch?
The habit of shaking hands goes back
a very long way, but perhaps it will not
be with us ever again. It was not just
about greeting each other but a sign of
‘peaceful intentions’ among strangers;
an empty hand confirmed that you
were not holding any weapons.
Our world has become more socially
disconnected over the last few decades,
with online technology reducing the
amount of physical touch between us as
we communicate. With increased worry
about physical touch leading to sexual
harassment or child abuse accusations, we
were already suffering a decline in physical
touch before the onset of the virus.
Being deprived of tactile affection
(‘skin hunger’) can be linked to stress,
depression, loneliness and anxiety.
Physical touch is a way of sharing our
feelings for others, giving comfort and
displaying that we care. It has a direct
impact on our wellbeing; without it, the
healthy brain development of a baby
can be seriously impaired. To thrive, a
newborn baby must be held and cuddled,
ideally with skin-to-skin contact.
Touch is the first sense that we develop
in the womb. It is ingrained deep in
our biological systems. Lack of touch is
bound to impact on mental wellbeing,
with feelings of hollowness and
loneliness reported by those who are
missing out. The human body wants
touch because that’s how we’re wired as
mammals; our need for physical contact
is related to our evolution. Primates are
an intensely social animal group, who
build relationships and friendships by
grooming. While most of us no longer
have fur, we still stroke, cuddle and pat
each other, triggering endorphins that
make us feel good. Affectionate touch
reminds us that we are valued, included,
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cared for, accepted, and loved.
When we are touched we release
oxytocin, a hormone that plays a major
role in social behaviour. It impacts on
the release of serotonin, connected to
happiness and wellbeing and on our
stress system, helping to lower our
heart rate.
While most of us can still see and speak
to our loved ones, if we don’t live with
them, we can no longer touch them. It
can a real struggle for those of us who
are missing that interaction with people.
Grandparents, many of whom are
shielding, have also expressed extreme
sadness at not being able to hug their
grandchildren. After all, when we care
for people, we try to ‘keep in touch.’ It is
fundamental for us as humans. An arm
round the shoulder, a pat on the arm
and a hug all make us happier, more
satisfied and trusting of others.
For the first time in history, people are
not now able to experience what we
usually take for granted. Despite being
able to connect with our loved ones
using technology, this could be why so
many of us are feeling bereft. Human
faces and voices are not what we need;
we need human touch. Physical touch
moderates our stress and helps us feel
contented.

Those who are isolating together in
groups should be sure to give their kids
and partners lots of physical affection,
making it a point to hug and touch them
more. But what about those who live
alone?
Petting or cuddling a pet can help. You
can try to be more active by walking,
even if it is around the room. Walking
stimulates the pressure receptors
under the feet and can give you a sense
of touch. Yoga is also a form of selfmassage.
Other recommendations for those
deprived of touch include making the
most of human contact when you can,
even if it’s just making eye contact,
smiling or waving hello. Try selfmassage. Anything that moves the skin
with moderate pressure helps. Give
yourself a manicure or pedicure.
What no one wants and what we must
not allow if for is for negativity about
social touch to continue when this
virus is gone, for people to stay wary
about touching each other and for the
negative associations to remain when
the epidemic is over. We will have to
reset our thinking about touch, keeping
in mind its importance. What better way
to move on from this awful experience
than by having a hug?

Health & Wellbeing

Making The Best Of The Lockdown
RECENTLY I RECEIVED an e-mail from a former client. She was
wondering how we were getting on during lockdown, and
updated me on some changes she had made in her life. Her
final comment though fairly rocked me back. One of our main
areas of work had been on her relationship with her mother.
‘I am eternally grateful for the work we did on this relationship.
Things have never been better – we see each other now as
two grown up friends, and actually seek opportunities to be
together.’ Without going into any details, this would have
been impossible four years ago. This client did not have many
sessions and has obviously put in the work to get this result. I
had virtually forgotten our sessions, but the small gesture of
appreciation made a huge impact. It made my day, the rest
of which I tackled with renewed vigour and determination.
Why was that? No matter how grounded or enlightened any
of us might be, it is always renewing for a contribution to be
recognised and approved of. I don’t mean to confuse this with
the business of self-esteem being dependent on the opinion
of others – far from it. We must rate ourselves according to
our own standards and values, and stop being limited by the ill
formed judgements of others. However, we are all human, and
until we reach the dizzy heights of Ghandi, Mother Teresa, or
Buddha a little bit of gratitude goes a very long way. It also has
the added advantage of zapping negative thinking.
This set me wondering about Appreciation or ‘An Attitude of
Gratitude’.
Once a week during lockdown, I have walked the beautiful
13-mile Loch Leven trail circuit, come rain or shine. I do my
best thinking while walking, and the above incident led me
to trawl through my life, thinking about all the things that I
appreciate. I started with my immediate surroundings, and
then moved on to my family, friends and business associates. I
was deliberately skipping over the things which did not inspire
appreciation! Then I went back to the first moments of my life,
just to see who I would say thank you to if I could. I was having
fun, until I got to my Primary One teacher. She was old school,
even for those days, and the humiliation of being spanked for
rubbing in a lovely big glob of red paint into my desk, is still
burned into my grown-up heart. ‘Is there anything here that
I can be grateful for?’ I wondered. On putting the humiliation
aside, I remembered that she had given me what I believe to
be one of the greatest gifts of my life, the ability to read with
enthusiasm and joy. She was also a great artist and used to
illustrate stories on the blackboard. I remember that all 45 of
us were entranced at story time. It’s a small example of a small
incident, but without the search for appreciation, I would
have missed an opportunity to remember something very
important to me. I would say thank you now to Miss Burns,
but she is long gone to her eternal reward.
This reminds me of a book I read on my last holiday (remember
those?) The Five People You Meet When you go to Heaven by
Mitch Albom. It is not a religious book, but it does explore
the idea that we never really know the impact that we are
having on others, just living out our lives, either consciously, or
unconsciously. If Appreciation is to be used to best advantage,
then it must be consciously practised.
Perhaps start by asking yourself ‘Who? What? Why? And How?
Who am I grateful to? What did s/he do? Why am I grateful?

How can I show it? This can apply to happy things, but can
also apply to less than positive experiences. How many times
has something that seemed like a disaster or failure actually
turned out for the best, teaching you an invaluable lesson?
One of my best friends has an advanced case of breast cancer,
but starts her day with a search for things to appreciate. This
diverts her from her own problems and she tackles each day
with renewed vigour. She looks in the mirror every morning
and asks ‘Are you a victim or a victor?’ On the day all her hair
fell out, she looked in the mirror and said ‘Who are you, baldy?’
Susan Jeffers, in End the Struggle and Dance With Life emphasises
this by opening her chapter on gratitude with the quote. ‘In daily
life, we must see that it is not happiness that makes us grateful,
but gratefulness that makes us happy’, and look at this ….:
‘Everyone has inside himself… A piece of good news!
The good news is that you really don’t know how great you can
be, How much you can love, What you can accomplish, What
your potential is. How can you top good news like this?’
The above was not written by some sage or guru or me, but
by a 12-year-old Anne Frank, forced to live a life of cramped
restriction, simply because she was Jewish. If she could
appreciate the wonders of our potential, then perhaps we can
all try just a little bit harder to look on the bright side.
Jo Middlemiss
Life coach, Relationship counsellor and
co –founder of the Ethiopia Medical Project (EMP)
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Dr Lyons Bids Farewell...
Dear Patients of St Serf’s Practice,
As some of you may know, I have completed my last
day as a GP of St Serf’s Practice. I am due to retire
officially on 05/06/2020.
It has come to my attention that some of you were
not aware of my departure. Whilst this is of little or no
consequence to most readers, there are a number of
patients with whom I have been more closely involved,
and I regret that you were not aware.
I would have liked to advise you all in person, but due
to time constraints and the effects of the Covid-19
pandemic on working practices, this was not possible.
In the past, notification letters were sent directly from
the health board. At this difficult time, priorities are
different and communication has been less effective.
I first began work at St Serf’s practice in 1998, initially
on a short-term contract and then from 2001 in a
more permanent post. I have been fortunate to work
in such a beautiful part of the world with so many fine
colleagues of all disciplines.
Above all, it has been a privilege and a pleasure to
serve the practice population of St Serfs. I am very
grateful. I have been inspired by so many, learnt so

fitness flow

News from the
Health Centre

much about life from you all and enjoyed my time
with you. Some of you will recall that running to time
within consultations was my greatest challenge, and to
all the understanding people who waited so patiently
and selflessly, putting the needs of others before your
own, I wish to thank you.
I am pleased that as I leave, the practice remains well
staffed by my former GP colleagues, old and new, and
with a good complement of dedicated clinical and
non-clinical staff.
When I resigned in early December, I could not have
anticipated the challenging time ahead for the NHS
and the population. The pandemic has, of necessity,
changed the face of general practice, in the short term
at least. I hope the situation will soon ease for NHS
workers and patients alike.
As I hang up my stethoscope for a final time and
disappear with my many fond memories (gone and
hopefully I’ll be soon forgotten) it remains only for me
to wish you and your families well in the future.
My best wishes to you all.
Eileen Lyons

W
NESSES
A
CL MING
CO OON
S

FREESTYLE FITNESS YOGA, PILATES
BODYWEIGHT HIIT AND BOOTCAMP

I’ve missed you all and can’t wait to
be enjoying fitness together again as
soon as it’s safe to do so.
For all the latest updates follow my
new Facebook or call 07884233144.

Facebook.com/EvelynsFitnessFlow
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Community Council News
The Community Council News is based on draft minutes of local CC meetings. Full draft minutes are posted on local websites and notice
boards. Please note, the Community Council News is not a verbatim reproduction of CC minutes. Where there are two months’ worth of
reports, there will be a considerable amount of editing.

There was no Portmoak Community Council
meeting in June.
Fossoway and District CC
News from the June Meeting
As it is still not possible to hold physical meetings of the CC,
we are continuing to publish this description of what would
have been discussed, including any updates that we are
aware of. Members of the public are encouraged to comment
on and question the items below, by email to fossoway.cc@
gmail.com or via the CC’s Facebook page, which we will
answer in our next meeting, be it virtual or physical, on
Tuesday 4 August.
Present at the meeting held on 2 June were Community Cllrs
(CCllrs), A Cheape, T Duffy, C Farquhar, C Haigh, M Haigh, N
Marchant (Associate), G Pye and R Young; P&K Councillors
(Cllrs) M Barnacle and C Purves.
Apologies: CCllr S Bruce-Jones; Cllrs W Robertson and R
Watters
Police report: There were no incidents to note.
The CC is pleased to note that speed checks are continuing
in the villages to discourage the few drivers who are taking
advantage of the quieter roads to drive recklessly.
There is a renewed problem with cars parking along the road
next to Devonshaw Whinstone Quarry. This site is dangerous and
should not be entered, but also because the cars are obstructing
part of the road making it difficult for other vehicles to pass
oncoming traffic. The CC will ask the police to address this.

Matters Arising

Powmill in Bloom: Like all bloom groups the current
restrictions have prevented any activities. However CCllr Duffy
has been told by PKC’s Community Greenspace team that
now two people can meet, bloom-group activities can resume
taking appropriate precautions.
Bank of Scotland Kinross Branch Closure: Cllr Barnacle has
received a letter from Natalie Birch which says that the branch
will stay open until the end of the pandemic – we hope this
means until the branch is able to be fully open again so that
the Bank can honour their promise to speak to all businesses
and users who are losing access to the branch. Cllr Purves said
he will contact Liz Smith MSP for an update on the actions
from the March meeting.
Fossoway Tennis Club: The Tennis Club have passed a cheque
to the CC’s treasurer which has been paid in to the CC’s
account. CCllr Young has finally been given permission to edit
the application and has now changed the ownership of the
planning application sponsored by the CC. CCllr Pye can now
pay the fee and submit the application.
Community Development Trust: Cllr Barnacle has approached
possible candidates and many have agreed to be part of the
Trust. There were some minor problems with people who
don’t live in the Fossoway district even though they represent
an organisation that is within the area – this will be worked
round by making them associate members. Cllr Barnacle is
optimistic that the Trust will be able to get off the ground as
soon as meeting restrictions are lifted.

Coronavirus – Information and Links: PKC have announced
that Recycling Centres will reopen from 1 June, although
initially it will only be possible for householders to deposit
bagged waste under limited rules – no other recycling options
are currently available.
Crook of Devon Resilience Group: A total of four expense
claims have now been processed, disbursing the majority of
the funding. The Group is now seeking additional funding to
continue its operations.
Devonshaw Whinstone Quarry (FK14 7NH): After concerns
were raised by several local residents last month about the
amount of rubbish at this site, CCllr Marchant has investigated
the history of the site. Planning consent 11/000111/FLL for
four executive houses and a leisure facility was given on 5
March 2013 to the then developer Devonshaw Development.
The site was then sold to Easy Living Development Ltd in 2015
who completed construction of the access roads, and hence
PKC granted consent in perpetuity in 2016. The company are
operating from an address in Glenrothes and appear to be
financially active.
After some discussion of possible options, CCllr Duffy proposed
that the CC sends an open letter to the developers saying that
we’re worried about the amount of rubbish and risks of the
public accessing what is potentially a dangerous site. Are
the owners covered by insurance in the event of a serious
accident? CCllr Marchant will draft a letter to the developers
addressing those issues and asking what the developers plan
to do with the site and when.
Fossoway Gathering: The Gathering Committee has secured
a £7700 grant from the Lottery Fund for equipment, mostly
marquees. They are hoping to hold some sort of event in
September that the whole community can get involved in –
suggestions are welcomed.

Community Council Business

Hall Bookings: A provisional booking has been made for
Carnbo Village Hall in case the August meeting can take place.
CCllr Duffy has proposed a rota using the three halls at Carnbo,
Powmill and Crook of Devon for the remainder of the CC’s
year; bookings are in the process of being confirmed.

Councillors’ Reports

Mike Barnacle: Cllr Barnacle is comparing everyone’s
availability to choose the best time to hold a meeting of the
Community Transport Group when restrictions are lifted. 17
of the 18 residents have agreed to financially support the
Drummond Park road adoption. Cllr Barnacle is investigating
ways to meet the shortfall against PKC’s Roads Department’s
budget.
Last month Cllr Barnacle reported that the developer had
created an unplanned footpath by the three new houses at
the end of Vicar’s Bridge Road, and raised that issue with PKC’s
Andy Brown. Mr Brown wants a site meeting, but that’s not
currently possible to arrange due to the lockdown.
Callum Purves: Cllr Purves noted that the Council are trying
to resume meetings as much as possible – the full council
meeting was achieved in a virtual manner last week, together
with some others. Virtual meetings are live streamed so
the public can observe – there is a link to the stream on
the same page of PKC’s website as the meeting papers. Cllr
Purves, and the other local Councillors, are worried that more
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decisions are being made by officers than is ideal, although
the Councillors are doing their best to ensure that there is an
adequate overview of all decisions.
PKC’s budget for this financial year could be as much as £2530m adrift. There have been financial contributions from
Westminster for additional Covid-19 related expenditure and
the Scottish Government is meeting the full cost of social care,
but PKC are looking for further contributions from Holyrood.
Cllr Purves observed that one of the good things to come out
of the current crisis is the development of quicker and more
efficient ways of doing things, which hopefully will continue to
be the case from now on. Additional community involvement
in decision making has been under discussion for a long time,
but may now be able to be brought to the fore.
Cllr Purves and Andrew Mitchell have been working on a
project with Perth & Kinross Council and GrowBiz on behalf
of Cleish Hills Community Interest Company to help upgrade
the local digital infrastructure: Gigabit Kinross-shire. Every
property in Kinross-shire is eligible for a Rural Gigabit voucher
of up to £3500 per premises from the UK Government. There
will be a meeting to discuss the proposals on 8 June at 7pm.
CCllrs Duffy and Pye will attend.

Planning Matters

Withdrawn Applications
20/00417/IPL Erection of a holiday accommodation unit (in
principle) at Land 90 metres south of Craiglaw Poultry Farm
Cottage, Rumbling Bridge. The CC objected.
Appeals
19/01881/IPL Residential development (in principle), land 80
metres north east of Powmill Milk Bar, Powmill.
The applicant submitted an appeal to the LRB on 17 March.
A virtual meeting of the LRB is scheduled for 23 June, but
the meeting agenda is not due to be published until five days
before the meeting.
Pending Applications
19/01539/FLL Erection of four dwelling houses at Land 30
metres south of Easter Muirhead Bothy, Blairingone. No
decision had been made as of 2 June and the application is
not included in the agenda for the Virtual Planning Meeting
on 3 June.
19/01673/AML Erection of 10 dwelling houses with associated
infrastructure and landscaping (approval of matters specified
in conditions of 18/01855/IPL) Land 100 metres north-west
of Schiehallion, Crook of Devon. This application is being
taken to Committee on 3 June. Although the CC had already
objected to this application on 29 October 2019, the CC
submitted a further document confirming our objections to
the Development Committee Members on 1 June.

Correspondence:

Please contact the CC by email and a copy can be provided.
The CC was invited to the Kinross-shire and Glenfarg Stronger
Communities Meeting, although no one was able to attend,
CCllr Marchant agreed to contact the group in order to
represent this CC at future meetings.

AOCB

CCllr Marchant mentioned the PKC return to school survey; Cllr
Purves was asked if the results from this could be published
before the CC’s next meeting in August.
As the furlough system winds down we need to become aware
about potential redundancies in future and how we might
support them.
Fossoway and District Community Council will not meet
in July. The next meeting will be held on Tuesday 4 August
2020 at Carnbo Village Hall if Government guidelines allow,
otherwise it will be a virtual meeting.

Milnathort And Orwell
Community Council
News from the June meeting

In attendance at the meeting held on Tuesday 9 June were:
Community Councillors (CCllrs) C Williams (chairman), M
Thomson (vice chairman), E Rougvie (secretary); S Colebourn
(treasurer) and A McCrae; P&K Councillors (Cllrs) W Robertson,
C Purves and R Watters, and four members of the public.

Matters Arising

CCTV: Two members of Milnathort in Bloom were in attendance
following vandalism of containers and theft of plants from the
centre of the village. A lengthy discussion took place regarding
possible installation of CCTV. A sub-committee was established
to explore various options: they will report back to the next
meeting. Cllr Purves advised council has a mobile CCTV unit
and he will ask that Milnathort be added to waiting list.

Planning Matters

Applications submitted:
20/00645/FLL Extension to house and alterations to boundary
wall at 14 Burleigh Road, noted.
20/00647/FLL Erection of four houses (revised site layout) on
land at Hattonburn Farm, noted.
20/00617/FLL Change of use from open space to form
extension to garden ground at 31 Marshall Place, noted.
Pitdownies: A Reporter has now been appointed by the
Scottish Government to determine the appeal.

Correspondence

Email from Milnathort Town Hall advising facility remains closed.
Email from the Gannochy Trust announcing the launch of a
£500,000 COVID-19 Recovery and Renewal Fund to help local
charities. Noted and forwarded to Kinross Kindness.
Email from Bob Mitchell, who has a background in traffic
management and road safety, offering assistance to the CC in
responding to PKC’s proposals to enhancing physical distancing
measures for pedestrians once lockdown eased.
Email from Cllr Purves regarding the Gigabit Kinross-shire project,
which aims to give every house, business and community
building in the county the ability to achieve broadband speeds
of up to 1Gbps. The CC is represented by CCllr Colebourn.

Councillors’ Reports

All three Cllrs expressed concerns about the way major planning
applications were currently being dealt with. Planning and
development committee meetings were being held on a virtual
basis, but problems with connectivity had meant some members
were unable to take part and were therefore disenfranchised.
Cllr Robertson said he had written to the Chief Executive about
the issue but had been dissatisfied with her reply.
Cllr Robertson: The giant hogweed by the golf course has
been sprayed and the local landowner is to spray other areas
affected. This is a very dangerous plant and the public are
reminded to avoid all contact with it.
A number of concerns have been raised about the speed of
traffic on the Lethangie road, particularly over the bridge. Cllr
Robertson has written to the council’s road safety officer to
ask for road safety measures to be put in place.
Cllr Purves: PKC is to hold an emergency budget meeting as
there is a ‘black hole’ of between £25million and £50million as
a result of the pandemic. The capital spending programme will
be reviewed as a result and significant changes in spending in
other areas are likely.
The next meeting of Milnathort and Orwell Community
Council will be held via Zoom on 7 July at 7pm. Any
members of the public wishing to attend are asked to email
communitycouncilmilnathort@gmail.com.
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Kinross Community Council
News from the June meeting

Present at the meeting held on 26 May were: Community
Councillor (CCllr) W Freeman (Chair), CCllr D Colliar, CCllr T
Stewart, CCllr L Mckay, CCllr M McFarlane, and minute taker
Mrs C Aird.

Matters Arising

Fountain Area: in response to a question relating to whether
repair work was still ongoing in the area, it was confirmed that
scaffolding remained and there were workmen in the vicinity
2-3 weeks ago. Until the works at the fountain are concluded,
progress in respect of the Provost’s Lamp cannot be completed.
CCllr D Colliar advised that it had been reported that work in
relation to the lamp will not start until PKC have returned to
work/lockdown has finished.
Kinross in Bloom/ Crosswell Fountain: an email has been
received from KiB requesting KCC submit a planning application
on their behalf in respect of an information board being erected
detailing the history of the fountain. After discussion, it was
agreed that CCllr W Freeman would write to KiB to advise them
to contact CCllr D Colliar direct and he would then deal with the
application.

Planning Applications

Members were advised that decisions around planning
applications are continuing. CCllr W Freeman advised that he
had received an email from Cllr W Robertson in respect of the
planning application at Lathro in which Cllr Robertson advised
that he was unhappy with the response received in respect of
the concern raised by local residents. It was agreed that CCllr W
Freeman would forward Cllr Robertson’s email to members and
that CCllr D Colliar would contact PKC to request a site visit to
discuss concerns further.

Community Council By-Elections

It was confirmed that these were currently on hold due to
Covid-19 and that all PKC staff who dealt with the elections had
been redeployed to other areas in the Council.

Planning

Applications Received
20/00507/IPL – Renewal of planning permission 17/00497/IPL
(erection of a dwelling house (in principle) at land to the rear of
Station Road, Kinross.
20/00606/FLL – Extension to dwelling house at 16 Mavisbank,
Kinross.
20/00601/FLL – Extension to dwelling house at Myrewell house,
5 Montgomery Street, Kinross.
20/00571/FLL – Alterations and extension to dwelling house at
21 McWilliam Place, Kinross.
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Planning Applications Determined by PKC
20/00485/FLL – Alterations and extension to dwelling house at
6 Douglas Crescent, Kinross, approved.
20/00472/ADV - Display of a sign at Unit 1, Bridgend Industrial
Estate, Clashburn Road, Kinross, refused.
20/00373/LBC – Installation of replacement door at 5 Swansacre,
Kinross, approved.
20/00058/FLL – Erection of an agricultural building for free
range egg production and associated works at land 800 metres
south west of Balado House Lodge, Balado, approved.
20/00302/LAW - Extension to dwelling house (proposed) at 26
Sandport Gait, Kinross, approved.
20/00145/IPL – One residential property (in principle) at land 40
metres west of Berryknowe, Hatchbank, refused.

Other Planning Maters

CCllr M McFarlane commented that the stone at the old garage
had been removed and members were advised that the builders
have the stone to try to re-use or match it to the new buildings.
There was concern raised about the state of the roof at the
derelict Windlestrae Hotel.
There had been correspondence in respect of the application
by Persimmon Homes for 169 houses at Phase II of their
development at Lathro. Members were advised that there a
flood risk assessment available to view and comments could
be made until 5 May 2020, although PKC were not meeting
virtually until 1 July to discuss the application. It was noted that
KCC had already made objections to the application.
Members were also advised that Milnathort CC were appealing
a decision on one application which had been considered by
PKC but CCllr D Colliar advised that there was no reason for KCC
to appeal as the land had been re-zoned.

Website

Concern was raised around the proposed content of the
new website and it was felt that there needed to be more
engagement and delivery in respect of the content. CCllr
M McFarlane confirmed that he was happy to help in this
area. It was felt that there was a lot of potential in updating
the website but that it needed to encompass the whole
community. It was agreed that the CC should voice their
enthusiasm for the project and that a meeting between CC
members (CCllrs W Freeman, M McFarlane and D Colliar)
should be requested with Alastair via Zoom to discuss this
matter further.
It was felt that the corporate knowledge and enthusiasm
of CCllr D Colliar should not be lost and CCllr M McFarlane
was keen to help in making the website more user friendly.
There were suggestions around additional items/topics, e.g.,
planning applications.
There was also discussion around opening up the Facebook
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Finances

There was a discussion around the CC’s financial situation and
CCllr D Colliar confirmed that no monies had been spent. The
grant money for the Provost’s Lamp remained in the account
and it had previously been suggested that any remaining
funds be put towards the upgrade of the website. A decision
will need to be taken prior to September if anything is to be
purchased, e.g., laptop, hearing aid loop.

Any Other Competent Business

Kinross Kindness: CCllr L Mckay advised that she had been
volunteering with the organisation, helping with shopping
for residents and said she was amazed at the number of
volunteers, across all Shires, who were helping. She wished
to place on record her thanks to the whole community for
pulling together under very difficult circumstances.
Kinross House – concern was raised around the link from the
website and following discussion, CCllr W Freeman is to write
to Alastair raising KCC concerns and requesting a meeting. In
response to a question from CCllr W Freeman, CCllr D Colliar
suggested that information should be transferred from the
website as we do not want to make things more difficult to
use. CCllr M McFarlane confirmed that this work could be
done in a small timeframe but that engagement was required
in order to deliver the content. CCllr M McFarlane confirmed
that he would be happy to help with this work.

Remembrance Parade
It was noted that the application for road closures should
have been submitted by the end of April but given the current
situation, this had not been done. It was agreed that the
Remembrance Parade should continue as planned and that the
application for road closures should be submitted ASAP.
CC Membership
CCllr M McFarlane enquired as to how many members required
to make the CC quorate and he was advised that one third of the
membership needed to be present, i.e., 6 members, although
no demands or decisions could be made.
It was agreed that the lack of members was not stopping the CC
from doing anything and that meetings should return to their
normal timetable, e.g., fourth Tuesday of each month at 7.30pm.
Road Gritting
CCllr L Mackay advised that she had been approached about
adding the B918 onto the road gritting route for winter due
to the increase in the number of accidents recently. Members
were advised that if this route was added to the timetable,
another route would be removed.
The next meeting was held on Tuesday 23 June 2020 at 7.30
pm via Zoom, and minutes will be available in the August
Newsletter.

KINROSSWORD ANSWERS
ACROSS: 1 Station 3 Curling 6 Soil 7 Fish 8 AI 9 Windlestrae
14 Fa 15 ID 20 Plaice 21 Probed 24 Blairingone 27 Me 28 To
29 Flea 30 Nova 31 Reed Bed 32 Cockles
DOWN: 1 Sabbath 2 Oiled 4 Unfit 5 Grounds 8 As 10 If
11 Namibia 12 Risotto 13 AD 16 Old 17 Meagre 18 Sprint 19 Bet
22 Potager 23 Coffees 25 Image 26 Gonzo.

page and adding more administrators to the page. It was
suggested that stakeholder analysis be undertaken to identify
what we want the website to do, who we want to gather
interest from etc. After discussion it was agreed to open up
the Facebook page.
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our residential trip to Ardroy, the effort and dedication in all
of their learning and, most of all, their bubbly personalities
and zest for having fun.
Most of our P7s will be moving on to Kinross High School,
who are very lucky to be gaining such a fantastic group of
young people.
Primary Seven – you have made Portmoak proud and the
whole school community wishes you the best for your
journey ahead. We will miss you!

Common Grounds

Portmoak Primary School
The last three months of school have been very different for
all of our learners, but for our wonderful Primary 7 cohort, the
school closure has resulted in them missing out on a number
of Portmoak traditions which mark the end of their primary
school years. We have planned some virtual celebrations
which include their P7 Leavers’ Show, some words from
Reverend Morrison, awards, songs and a look back on their
time at Portmoak. Tissues at the ready!
Our P7s have been an incredible bunch and we will think
back on them very fondly – their performances in the Aladdin
pantomime last year, their enthusiasm and determination on
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www.spanglefish.com/
commongroundscharitycafe
June’s Zooming has provided us with many interesting
sessions going down memory lane. We have enjoyed learning
about the varied and interesting careers of our senior celebs
and revisiting old footage of Milnathort, including an account
of Queen Victoria’s visit.
Such was our enthusiasm that Kevin Heneghan has agreed to
come and share his collection of old photos, with his expert
commentary, as one of our first fundraisers when Common
Grounds is back in business. It’s something to look forward
Hill Street, Milnathort, later renamed Victoria Avenue
after a visit by Queen Victoria
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to, so do remember to look out for the posters! Further
preparations have seen the wood store being stocked up;
thanks to Jacky and David Chalmers for organising cut trees
being logged and stored for our use. It means the wood
burner will be ready and waiting to give its cheery welcome!

Roe Deer Fawn (above) and Great Spotted Woodpecker (below)

Our weekly challenges have enjoyed varying success but
Anne Milburn has proved she is no slouch at the word
searches! With all our attentions looking to a brighter future,
we are working on ensuring that you can have full confidence
in revisiting Common Grounds. As always, a warm welcome
will be waiting!
Please check out our website. Our opening hours are still
10am-12.30pm on Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday
at the Guide and Scout Hall, Church Street, Milnathort.
More information is available on our website.
Our opening hours are still 10am-12.30pm on Tuesday,
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday at the Guide and Scout Hall,
Church Street, Milnathort.
Contacts outside of opening hours are Elspeth Caldow
(Convener) on 01577 863350 and Linda Freeman (Secretary)
on 01577 865045.

Portmoak Community
Woodland Group
http://www.portmoakcw.org.uk/
Our community woodlands have been looking wilder than
usual; like the rest of us they haven’t had a haircut! There’s
one notable exception; the level play area in Kilmagad Wood
which we take care of and which gets mown regularly by
group member Dave Carruthers.
The grass paths which wind up the lower slopes of the wood
are usually cut by contractors working for the Woodland
Trust Scotland who own our woods. Like so many other Trusts
they have had to drastically cut back their work programme
because of Covid-19. On the plus side, so many walkers have

gone through the wood that they’re ensuring the tracks
remain passable.
In our other community woodland, Portmoak Moss, the
self-seeded birch is causing concern. By now it should have
been removed from the central part of the raised peat dome
but, just days before contractors were due to start work, the
lockdown was imposed. The WTS say they’ll carry out the
scrub clearance as soon as restrictions are lifted and bird
nesting is over.
The birch draws too much water from the peat bog, drying
it out and restricting the growth of sphagnum moss, the
natural sponge on which the bog restoration depends. You
can see where members of the group and other volunteers
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have pulled out the birch and helped the bog return to its
natural state. However, the birch has grown too big on the
north side of the Moss and needs to be tackled on a more
industrial scale.
The Trust have restricted their operations to essential safety
work; hence a new handrail on steps within the Moss. Other
than that, the work side of things has been very quiet.
In contrast, people have been enjoying more recreation in
the woods than ever before; not only walking, running and
cycling but spotting all sorts of wildlife.
Great spotted woodpeckers have been nesting and
successfully raising young, a weasel has been seen in the
Moss and the sound of cuckoos has been deafening at times
or, as one report put it, ‘a cuckoo in the Moss gawn its dinger
two evenings in a row’. On one evening the cuckoo coincided
with the bell ringing in Portmoak Kirk, as well as clapping and
pot banging to support the NHS. Perhaps that’s why a brown
hare was seen shaking its paws! What a racket.
To help children get to know the Moss and its wildlife better
you can download our new ‘Bogtastic’ booklet from the
website. We have printed copies of the booklet ready to
distribute as soon as it’s safe to do so.
It would be nice to finish with a reminder that our monthly
meetings in The Well Inn, Scotlandwell, are open to anyone
who’d like to join us. However, instead of enjoying a friendly
pint in the pub, we’re stuck at our computers having a zoom
conference call. Hopefully not for much longer.

Kinross & District Rotary Club
www.ribi.org
The Rotary Club of Kinross and District has adapted to
the ‘new normal’. Members are meeting regularly online and we
continue to plan activities within present and future restrictions.

Service in the Community

As the Rotary year draws to a close, it was agreed to disperse
existing funds to address needs in the community. Donations
have been made to Ashley House Nursing Home, Rumbling
Bridge Nursing home, ‘Broke Not Broken’ Food Bank and a
further donation to the Kinross-shire Day Centre. We believe
that this will meet a range of needs in our local community
which have been created by the Covid-19 crisis.

‘Breathe In Experience, Breathe Out Poetry’,
Muriel Rukeyser

Poet laureate, Simon Armitage, says that society may emerge
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from the pandemic, ‘slightly slower, and wiser, at the other
end’. He points out that poetry can be consoling in times
of crisis because it asks us ‘just to focus, and think, and be
contemplative’. Members of the club shared some of their
favourite poems at an online meeting on 15 June. The range
was as diverse as our members are themselves. We shared
traditional, contemporary, familiar and totally new verses
from all the UK home nations and abroad. This was a great
fellowship experience as readers explained the reasons, often
deeply personal, for their choices. We finished with some fun
with haiku and the challenge to create our own social distance
inspired versions.
‘Zoom!
An ice lolly treat
From sunny days of childhood,
Now the way we meet…’

Club Assembly and Future Plans

We held our annual club assembly online on 1 June. President
Phil Teale reviewed the past year; an unusual year in many
ways. However, despite challenges, we have served the local
and global community and enjoyed interesting speakers and
great fellowship.
Incoming President, Brian Timms, presented his plans for
2020/21. We all recognise that we cannot predict the immediate
future but we are determined to adapt and to make change
and challenge into opportunities, to develop the club in the
community. We look forward to the time when we can meet
in person and resume physical activities in the community. In
the meantime we will continue to plan around our values of
Fellowship, Integrity, Diversity, Service and Leadership.

Come and Join Us!

We will be unable to meet in person in the immediate future
but online meetings will continue and we are planning ahead.
We would love you to join us. Rotary is open to everyone! All
ages, sizes, races, religions, ethnicities, sexual orientations,
immigration statuses, socio-economic backgrounds and all
gender expressions and identities.
Please check our Facebook page for details or contact club
secretary Dugald McIntyre at secretary.krdc@gmail.com.
Please note that we will resume meetings whenever it is safe to
do so. We are reviewing all upcoming club community events
and expect most, if not all, to be cancelled or postponed.
Our Facebook page will keep you informed about what is
happening.
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Finlay taking part in the Wild Bingo Challenge

Andrew finding a frog

Kinross Beavers
Our online meetings have continued with the beavers taking
part in a variety of activities in recent weeks. The beavers
have been working on their Navigator Stage 1 badge as they
learned about different compass directions and the north
and south poles. The beavers also put what they learned into
action by exploring the world on Radio Garden; listening to
radio stations in different countries and discovering a variety
of music. This got a mixed reaction from the beavers!
Robbie and his nose-shaped stone
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Prior to most weekly meetings the beavers are set a challenge
which is related to the theme for Friday’s meeting. In midMay we had a ‘Something Special’ themed evening. The
beavers had to get a picture of something that is special to
them, either in their house or something that they discovered
whilst out for their daily exercise. We got some great pictures
with Robbie finding a stone in the shape of a nose whilst out
for a walk, Andrew discovering a frog in his garden and Ailah
built a bird box to support wildlife in her garden.
The beavers have also been working on their Space badge.
We picked a great week to do it at the end of May as SpaceX
was being launched and Comet Swan was visible to the
naked eye. A big thanks to those in the leadership team who
are space enthusiasts for organising the activities for this
meeting.
At the start of June the colony begin to take part in the
‘30 days Wild June’ campaign run by the Wildlife Trust. It
encourages people to do one wild thing a day throughout the
whole month for their health, wellbeing and for the planet.
To get the beavers involved in the campaign they were set
the challenge of seeing how many points they could get on
the wild bingo card issued by the Wildlife Trust. Everyone did
a great job and found a wide variety of wildlife and plants
in Kinross and the surrounding area. Examples of what they
found include wild flowers, an empty birds’ nest, butterflies
and a badger which was out during the day.
Scouts Scotland have also been issuing resources for the
beavers to use while lockdown restrictions are still in place.
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They have redesigned the Beaver Scottish Thistle Award
so that it can now be completed at home. On top of that,
‘Beavers 101: A Summer of fun’ has been created. Every
beaver in Scotland has been challenged to see how many of
the 101 activities they can complete. Activities were being
released over a four week period in June.
This term we have welcomed four new members and they
were all invested into the colony in mid-June. Welcome to
Finlay, Gareth, Struan and Jack.
Interested in volunteering with scouting? We have
opportunities both behind the scenes and directly supporting
young people. With full support and training, you can
volunteer on a flexible basis. Not only is it rewarding and great
fun, you’ll also learn some brilliant skills transferable to the
workplace and further education. Please contact us by email
at kinrossbeavers@hotmail.co.uk for more information.

Kinnesswood
in Bloom
The easing of lockdown restrictions has
enabled outdoor work to continue in
Kinnesswood and two people can now work together,
socially distanced of course. The main difference is that
garden centres are now open and we can purchase plants to
fill our pots, containers and bedding areas. This year there
have been more bedding plants grown by members; an
unexpected benefit of lockdown.
Portmoak Primary children, as part of their homework tasks,
have been writing and drawing about essential workers.
Some of the poems, cartoon stories and pictures have been
placed beside the essential workers. They are brilliant and
well worth a read if you are passing. The ones we have not
displayed will be shown at a later date.
The school grounds, minus the children, are being kept
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Recipe
Supplied by Kinnesswood in Bloom

Lime, Basil and Chilli Prawn Salad
Ingredients
100g greek yoghurt
30g tomato ketchup
1 tsp tabasco
1 lime
100g mixed salad leaves
2 avocados sliced
Cucumber, peeled into ribbons
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
1 garlic clove, finely chopped
1 red chilli, finely sliced
350 g raw peeled jumbo prawns
Handful of fresh basil

Method

In a small bowl, mix the greek yogurt, tomato ketchup,
tabasco and a squeeze of lime juice, then season. Add a
splash of water to make a thick spoonable dressing, then
set aside until ready to serve.
In a mixing bowl toss the mixed salad leaves with the
sliced avocados and cucumber.
Heat vegetable oil in a large frying pan, add the garlic
and red chilli. Fry for 1 to 2 minutes then add the jumbo
prawns. Fry for 3 to 4 minutes until cooked through. Tip
into the salad, toss with another squeeze of lime juice
and fresh basil then transfer to serving dish and spoon
over dressing.

immaculate, ready for the return of pupils. Hopefully the
teachers who are visiting the school in preparation are
enjoying the lovely displays. Fruit and vegetables are also
growing and will be ready for use in the autumn or frozen for
cooking projects later.
Kinnesswood in Bloom members continue to make their own
contribution by weeding and watering during the drought
and keeping the place tidy. Work on the cart is progressing so
watch this space for finished pictures. Some wildflower seeds
have been planted thanks to a donation from Turfit and have
been planted on the west banking as well as in some of the
tubs.
It’s lovely to see other villages and towns working to maintain
standards in difficult times. Some are too far to visit but we
can see them online. They are all trying to brighten up their
local environment for the benefit of everyone.

Inner Wheel
www.innerwheel.co.uk
Due to the Covid-19 lockdown, members have
been unable to meet in person since March.
However, during this time, we have taken the opportunity
to enhance our communication skills conducting a variety of
meetings initially by email, followed by conference calls and
latterly via Zoom. As a result we have been able to keep in
touch with each other and provide continuity to our activities
despite not been able to physically meet.
This enhanced communication has allowed us to facilitate
the distribution of funds raised during the year to both local
and overseas projects.
Locally, we have been pleased to be able to provide financial
support to Kinross Day Centre (£300) and Broke Not Broken
(£350). Both organisations have provided unwavering
support within the community during lockdown.
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Overseas, we continued our support of Wateraid with a
donation of £120. We used money raised at an overseas
fundraising supper before lockdown to make a donation of
£310 to Limoli Charity in Sierra Leone. Their aim is to improve
basic sanitation, including building toilets and improving
water supplies.
In addition, over recent weeks members have been busy
knitting woollen toys and hats for premature babies and
twiddle muffs for people suffering from dementia.
We are now entering our normal summer break with our
next planned meeting in September. Relevant Government
guidance at that stage will determine how we meet. Members
will be notified nearer the time
We wish everyone a good summer break. Please take care
and stay safe.
For more information about Inner Wheel contact us by email
at admin@innerwheel.co.uk or visit our website.

Kinross and District Art Club
www.kadac.co.uk
In normal circumstances during the summer
months, we would not be holding normal painting sessions.
However, members would be meeting up occasionally for
outdoor painting sessions.
This year, our ‘en plein air’ sessions have been cancelled but
individual members have been taking the opportunity to
paint and draw outside in their gardens during the recent
lovely weather.
As we emerge out of spring into early summer, the trees
and plants have blossomed, the gardens have bloomed and
the landscape around us has changed. Although we’d have
preferred to be meeting up and enjoying the camaraderie
of the club, it has been wonderful to take the time to
appreciate the changing seasons and the beauty of nature
KADAC members enjoying an outdoor painting session in June 2017
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around us. It is such an inspiration; look out for some
stunning artwork!
It has also been a time to reflect on the past; three years
ago in 2017, KADAC was celebrating its 50th anniversary. We
enjoyed a celebration party and liaised with RSPB Loch Leven,
who were also celebrating their 50th anniversary. How time
flies! In these difficult and complicated times, it is wonderful
to have such delightful memories to look back on.
KADAC sends their appreciation and thanks to all key workers
in various jobs who are keeping us safe, fed and well during
this difficult time.
The committee continues to listen to the official COVID-19 advice
and will announce revised club return dates when this is possible.
In normal times, we meet every week on Tuesdays and
Fridays (2-4pm) in Millbridge Hall. If you are interested in
joining the club and developing your own creativity, you will
find more information and contact details on our website.

Circle Dancing
There is a faint light at the end of the tunnel as some of the
lockdown restrictions are being lifted. However, we are still a
good way off from resuming our weekly dance sessions. Please
keep an eye on the Kinross Newsletter for information regarding
circle dancing but, in the meantime, stay safe and keep well.
For details about circle dancing please contact Lynne on 07931
398098.

Broke Not Broken
Kinross Food Bank

Staying strong and staying kind

It continues to be a challenging time for us at the food bank
as referrals continue to rise. We have noticed a worrying
trend. Whereas in mid-April we delivered 85 parcels in one
week to 130 people, last week (w/c 30th May) we delivered
Balgedie Bunches

Orla and Brodie gave their Build a Bear vouchers to Broke Not Broken

69 parcels to 184 people. This suggests that we are now
supporting more families than ever before and we expect
this trend to continue into phases 2 and 3 of lockdown. Still,
everywhere we look, we see kindness and generosity.
Our local Kinross Spiderman ran each day through our streets
lighting up the faces of adults and kids alike and donated
£455.
James Cuthbert ran a half marathon on the warmest days of
the year and raised £1175.01.
Kinross Rotary donated £500 which we will use to help buy
food.
Orla and Brodie donated their Build A Bear vouchers to buy
four Build A Bears for local families to spread a bit of joy.
Balgedie Bunches are selling cut flowers from the shop in
Kinnesswood and donating funds to us and to CHAS.
We have been awarded £2500 from the Community
Investment Fund towards providing outdoor toys to
local children and families and we are working with Cath
Devanny on games and activities to support this. We have
been supported in this by Poundland Perth and Poundland
Dunfermline to get the best value for money on these items.
Another thanks, not only to Natalie and her team in Perth and
Simon and his team in Dunfermline, but also to Aerospace
Kinross for helping move it in their van.
Thanks also to the convoy who left Kinross last week to collect
our bulk buy of food from Aldi Cowdenbeath. Thanks to all of
you for your help; to Kinross Men’s Shed, Kinross Day Centre,
Paul and pal and NCL, and Forces Veteran Courier Service.
Benarty Fruit, Giacopazzis, Sainsburys, Tescos, Morrisons,
Fareshare, PKC and Glenfarg Village shop continue to supply
and donate to us weekly. This enables us to supplement
food parcels with fresh fruit, veg and dairy products. We
have applied for further funding to enable us to continue
this alongside our non-perishable items. Many thanks to the
shoppers who donate to our collection points or who put
money onto the store card at Sainsburys.
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We are also excited to let you know about a new partnership
with Baynes Bakery who will be donating surplus products
and donating bags to use weekly. We really appreciate this
support from a local business.
We have been spending on average £1125 per week on food
to meet the current demand. It is an eye-watering amount
and we are always looking for ways to get better value for
money for non-perishable items.
We have also been applying for funding to ensure we can
continue other projects such as our counselling service.
We are also asking for any second hand bikes in good
condition to be donated to Kinross Men’s Shed. They will be
serviced and passed on to some of our clients for use in the
summer months (fingers crossed).
Finally, we would like to thank Kinross Kindness for what
they have been doing for the community. Seeing this service
rolled out, fulfilling what was an existing need in terms of
befriending and tackling the issue of loneliness in what is
largely a rural area, has been amazing. Well done to everyone
who has volunteered for this; keep up the great work. Thanks
also to everyone who has donated to the Just Giving page; it
is now sitting at £4900.
If you want to donate food there are drop-offs at Sainsburys,
Co-op and Glenfarg Village Shop.
If you want to donate money:
Contact us by email at admin@brokenotbroken.org.
Donate money onto our store card at Sainsburys instore.
Donate to the Just Giving page set up by Kinross Kindness.
As always, thanks for your support. Contact us by email at
admin@brokenotbroken.org.

Guide Dogs
Our fundraising continues in lockdown. Commissions for dog
portraits are starting to come in. If anyone does want one
done of their dog, don’t hesitate to get in touch.
We’re approaching £500 raised so far, but Guide dogs need
as much as we can give them as fundraising events are
cancelled. The breeding programme has restarted in the
breeding centre, so eventually new pups will be coming north
to us. The dogs that were in training in Scotland are with
boarders and training has been suspended. We hope that
this will change in the next few weeks but there are still costs
that need covered. Dogs need fed, have vet bills and need
equipment, toys and treats, so fundraising will continue.
Thanks to everyone who bought tomato and pepper plants at

Kor Newhouse
Usui Ryoho Reiki Practitioner
Traditional Japanese reiki distance healing treatments
offered during these times of lockdown.
Come and enjoy Reiki’s holistic system for balancing,
healing and harmonising all aspects of your person.
E: kornewhouse@yahoo.co.uk M: 07739 462465
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Guide dog Yorkie, by Sheila Marshall

my garden stall. £27 was collected from my excess planting.
Every penny helps.
If you have loose change that is gathering dust lying
around the house when we are not using cash, then please
consider taking it shopping and put it in our collection box in
Sainsbury’s; or keep it in a jar to donate when we eventually
come out of lockdown. We’re grateful for every coin or note
donated.
To contact me for a portrait, fundraising ideas or information on
how to help Guide Dogs, send an email to she61@hotmail.co.uk
This portrait is of Guide dog pup Yorkie. I hope you like it.
Keep well and be good to yourselves.
I keep plugging away, doing dog portraits for donations. If

THE HAPPY DOG COMPANY

Due toEstablished
Covid-19
impact
2007
NOT
CURRENTLY
TRADING
Dog Walking
and Pet Care
Services
Claire Murison BSC (Hons) Animal Science
10 years Vet Nursing Experience
Insured & References Available
Tel: 01577 830588
claire@thehappydogcompany.net
www.thehappydogcompany.net
The Happy Dog Company is also on Facebook
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anyone would like me to do an A4 acrylic dog portrait, I can
be contacted by email at She61@hotmail.co.uk.
If you would like to be a registered guide dogs volunteer,
please let me know and I’d welcome you and any ideas for
fundraising. Again, the message, stay safe.
As aye, Sheila Marshall

Crook and Drum
Growing Together
In the early stages of lockdown, all bloom groups
were told by the Council that we could not carry
out group activities. While respecting this, we were able to
order a few plug plants online and our members grew some
annuals from seed, nurtured in our own greenhouses.
With these plants, and others donated by local residents, we
have now been able to plant up barrels and other areas in
Crook and Drum, working individually. We are grateful for the
support of local people who have donated plants or seedlings
and those who have volunteered to water and care for a
planter this summer. A local family have also volunteered to
cut the grass at the village hall for us as the Council are only
able to cut the larger areas.
Despite the dry weather in May, our wildflower areas are also
developing well and looking attractive. They provide open
flowers for bees and other insects and cover for other wildlife.
In the centre of Drum village local people have added more
flowers to the grass, with a drilled log for insects to shelter,
and a magnifying post, donated by Caledonia Play.
This season we had offered to supply free planters or hanging
baskets for residents on the Main Street for them to water
and care for over the summer. One of our members was able
to plant these up at home and we organised a distanced
means of collecting these, with timed slots, which worked
very well. Thank you to everyone who participated and made
some generous donations, as well as buying some other
plants from us.
We hope that everyone enjoys the planting around the villages,
including more wildflowers in the planters, further out from
the centre. We know we are lucky being a smaller community,
having volunteers with growing facilities at home and great
community support. We wish the other bloom groups in the
area well at this difficult time for community activities.
Please contact Amanda James if you could help with our
activities or have any ideas how we could develop the area,
within the current Government guidelines.
07963 476803
amandajames1577@gmail.com

Wildflowers

Kinross Partnership
Virtual Networking Meetings

The commercial world is just awakening
from its enforced slumber and businesses are starting to
work out just how to make a return to trading amongst the
new rules and regulations, advice and guidance. Many are
wondering what to do and how best to get cash flowing
and the wheels turning. Kinross-shire Partnership has been
looking at ways to best support local businesses with all these
headaches – we want to help local businesses to help each
other so we have been running Virtual Networking meetings
for the past couple of months as part of that process. Held
fortnightly, on a Wednesday morning at 8am on Zoom, we
have tried to direct the business speaker element of our
meetings to providing specific help for businesses at this
time. We still make time for people to do their 60-second
presentation to everyone, where they can put a call out for
specific help, contacts or advice that they need.
We have had some punchy and targeted tips on marketing,
from local resident Alan Stobie who is the Creative Director
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of leading marketing and communications agency, Fifth Ring.
We also had some very useful guidance and explanation of
a number of the government’s aid packages and measures,
from Ross McConnell, of Ross McConnell Chartered
Accountants, Kinross. from local business owner Clare Wade
of Cat Lighting gave us a very practical ‘Top Tips’ session on
how to best present oneself on a video call/session,
Coming up over the next few weeks we have: Graham Basten
of Basten Sneddon Solicitors, talking on How to come out of
COVID-19: Getting paid for the work you do; a speaker from
the hospitality sector on the issues surrounding getting going
again after the lengthy shut-down; a senior member of Perth
& Kinross Council on support for local businesses in the wake
of the commercial shut-down. Follow us on Facebook to get
updates on speakers and themes for the next Zoom meetings.
We’d really like to see you at the next Virtual Networking session!
All the Zoom meetings are at 8am on a Wednesday morning,
and they last around an hour. The dates are as follows: 8 July,
22 July, 5 August, 19 August. Joining any of these sessions
couldn’t be more simple – just contact the Partnership on
mail@kinrosspartnership.org.uk and we will reply with the
joining instructions for the meeting.
www.kinross-shirepartnership.org.uk
www.facebook.com/visitlochleven
www.visitlochleven.org
www.twitter.com/VisitLochLeven

Kinross Camera Club
kinrosscameraclub.org.uk/wp/
It looks unlikely that we’ll be able to commence our
Thursday night photo outings during the summer this year.
However, we are continuing to hold our virtual club nights at
the regular time of 7.30pm on Thursdays using the zoom video
conferencing application.
We usually discuss images submitted by members for our
‘Picture a Week’ but we occasionally have short talks or tutorials
‘Lightwheels’ by Francis Principe-Gillespie
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by members. We have an external speaker approximately once
a month. It’s a great way to stay engaged with photography, to
share your work, get helpful suggestions and generally have
a bit of a laugh! We welcome one and all with an interest in
photography (you don’t have to be a member) so we’d be
delighted if you joined us. To find out more please contact us by
email at secretary@kinrosscameraclub.org.uk.
Details of all of these activities and any other aspect of the
club can be obtained by contacting us at
secretary@kinrosscameraclub.org.uk

Kinross Centre
Hope you are all safe and well.
Can we say again how proud we are of everyone, especially
our service users; each and every one of you have been
brilliant. You have all stuck to the rules and never complained.
I know you are all fed up and missing family and friends but
there is a light at the end of the tunnel (I can see it flicker) we
all have to just ‘bide oor time’ and slowly we will get back to
a new normal.
We are continuing with our meals, shopping and medication
deliveries and, although limited with our time at drop offs,
we really enjoy the little chats and snippets we can get when
we are out delivering our meals. Please do remember that
if you need or know anyone who would require a hot meal
delivered to the door, or any other support, please give us a
phone on 01577 863869 and we will be happy to help.
The surgery very kindly gave us some hearing aid batteries so
if you need some please get in touch and we will drop them
off for you.
We are keeping very busy at the centre. We have been
sprucing the place up a bit and are still organising quizzes and
bingo weekly. We don’t know who is having more fun; the
staff making up the quizzes or our service users participating!
Either way, it is keeping us all occupied and laughing.
We continue to be inundated with support from the
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community. People are so kind and willing to help anyway
they can. The continued support and kind words make us
all feel very humble indeed. We have also had donations of
baking, money and food for which we are extremely grateful.
In these uncertain times we hope everyone stays safe and
well. As we have said many times, the community spirit in
Kinross, Milnathort and all surrounding areas is fantastic. We
are all very lucky to live in such a caring community.
Starting a new normal will not be happening just yet so, in
the meantime, continue to stay safe.
Once again I would like to say a massive thank you to all
the hard working staff, volunteers and committee at Kinross
Centre and all other organisations. We couldn’t do this
without you.
We would love you to be involved with the Kinross Centre,
either as a service-user, volunteer or as a supporter, if you
would like further information please contact Nan Cook on
01577 863869.

Kinross Cubs

The cub pack has recently welcomed a new leader to the
section. Sandy has joined us as our new cub scout leader, a
role which he held in his previous group.
In the past few months cubs have been getting used to
meeting online. The new format has meant we have seen
some changes in the way cubs is run but the leaders have
done their best to make sure activities and opportunities
were as available as ever.
We welcome seven new cubs to our pack this session; Greg,
Angus, Fraser, Ewan, Benjamin, Douglas and Aaron. We

hope you all enjoy your time at cubs. Many of you seem
to have got off to a roaring start as far as your badges are
concerned.
These past few weeks we have focused on activities designed
by Scouts and intended to be done indoors or with parent/
guardian support outdoors. This badge (the Great Outdoors
Badge) has meant we have seen some fantastic dens being
built and tents being garden-camped in. We were impressed
by the activity of Caitlin, Rory, Jamie and many others who
shared pictures of camping with their family.
There were also photos of our local flora and fauna shared by
Naomi, Joe and Douglas in another part of the same challenge.
The hawthorn shield beetle was of particular interest and
caused much disagreement about its correct name.
In early June we welcomed Sam Leonard to talk about Kinross
Kindness and the community work they have been doing
during Covid-19 lockdown. The cubs were very interested
in what she had to tell them and had a variety of questions
to ask about the volunteer work the group have been doing.
Hopefully this will inspire some of our cubs to become
involved in community work through their scouting journey.
In total during this session we are delighted to be able to
award over 130 badges. These are for activities during the past
five months including ‘badges at home’ and it is only possible
due to the hard work of our enthusiastic and excited cubs. Of
particular note is the Chief Scout Silver Award, awarded to
Douglas Ogilvie. This is the top award a cub can achieve.
A huge well done to all our cubs. We are so proud of you all
and the eagerness you are showing. Stay safe.

Cubs Harry, Angus and Fraser putting up a tent in their garden for the weekly challenge
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Kinross High School

A lot has changed in recent months, but some
things stay the same. Although we’ve had to
change the way we do things at Kinross High
School, we’re still delivering high quality learning
and teaching. We’re continuing to unlock potential in our
young people and we’re moving forward as a community.
One of the most exciting transitions in the school calendar is the
change of timetable which was brought forward by three weeks.
This brings new classmates, different teachers and greater
subject choice and always creates a bit of a buzz on campus.
Throughout the school closure, we’ve been thrilled with
the quality of work pupils are returning but this milestone
moment has generated an even greater engagement with
Virtual School. As pupils get started on their new courses with
renewed aspirations, it’s heartening to see how ambitious
they are being in their learning. We’re hearing time and time
again that our young people are really enjoying the different
types of task their teachers are setting; whether that’s a live
Zoom lesson offering the chance to see their teacher, video
clips of cooking demonstrations and science experiments or
opportunities to take their learning outdoors with tasks such
as subject-themed photography assignments and filming their

own attempts at athletic challenges. Pupils have well and truly
matched – if not exceeded – their teachers’ creativity with
their own imaginative responses to tasks and activities.
One major challenge facing teachers is how we can make
lessons more equitable by using resources that all pupils will
have access to without having to go too far from home. To
support pupils to continue their learning in these challenging
circumstances, we have made up 150 free resource packs
containing all the essential such as pens and jotters and
distributed these via local shops. They were snapped up so
quickly that we’ve ordered more supplies so we can assemble
more packs. Additional barriers to learning from home
include sharing devices with other members of the family,
spotty WiFi and trying to complete and submit work from
the small screen of a mobile phone. We all know how heavily
we rely on digital technology to enable us to run Virtual
School and how much easier this is with the right tools so we
have supplied devices and mobile WiFi hotspots to pupils to
provide access to online learning. Working and learning from
home has made us realise just how fortunate we are to have
access to the resources and equipment we have in school.
Primary 7 pupils are making another big adjustment this year
– starting high school! This move is a significant milestone in

Mrs Page shows PE pupils how it’s done with her skydiving challenge

THOMAS HACKETT
PAINTER & DECORATOR

PROPERTY & WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
BY YOUR LOCAL PHOTOGRAPHER

Established 1970

Video Communication Consultancy
available via fiverr.com

Experienced in all types of decorating services
Power Washing
OAP Discounts

Is your house not selling quick enough?

FREE ESTIMATES

Tel: Vincent 07949 377 475
www.vincentanthonymedia.com

Tel: 07724 534618

hackettjune41@gmail.com

Drone specialist services
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the lives of young people and can be challenging at the best
of times. Every year we welcome the new cohort of S1s from
our cluster primary schools to Kinross High School and this
year is no exception.
In ordinary circumstances, we’d have the chance to meet
face to face for two induction days which gives pupils the
opportunity to familiarise themselves with the school and
meet their teachers.
This year, introductions took place in the virtual world. We
created an online tour of the school which families could
click their way around to visit the departments, see inside
classrooms and explore communal spaces. We know that
getting lost is a concern for many pupils starting a new school
so we hope this will make the newcomers feel more confident
when walking the corridors for real in August.
We also produced an interactive map which features video
introductions from staff as well as fun activities which can be
carried out from home. Classrooms are going to look and feel
very different after the summer holidays but we can’t wait to
meet our new S1s and help them settle in.
Keen to help make their transition to high school as smooth
as possible are our newly recruited prefects! Each year, we
assemble a top team of S6 pupils whose responsibilities
include the development of a school community which is
built upon our core values (Ambitious, Resilient, Responsible
and Compassionate), representing the school at events and
assemblies and working closely with our Senior Leadership
and Pupil Leadership Teams to support and carry forward
initiatives.
We are fortunate that we have technological tools to ensure
that the usual process could happen. Pupils were asked to
complete an online application, then interviews with Mrs
Brown, Mrs Mainprize and the head of house were held
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via video call; something staff are becoming experts in!
Throughout the process, we were touched by how strongly
the applicants’ compassion shone through; the desire
to help others (particularly our new S1 pupils) and build
a school community founded on care and respect were
recurring themes. The team have already started working
together and will be introducing themselves to the school
community soon.
Continuing with the theme of respect, we have another
special announcement to make; Kinross High School has
been awarded Bronze Rights Respecting Schools status!
Pupils have been learning about children’s rights and why
ADVANCED DENTURE COMPANY Ltd.
For DENTURES & DENTURE REPAIRS
A wide range is available; from basic quality, to high
quality COSMETIC DENTURES.
All produced in close consultation with the
skilled technical craftsman.
NO REGISTRATION
NO LONG WAITING LISTS
A.D.C. MOUTHGUARDS
Sports mouth guards
Night protectors for tooth grinders,
can also be used to cure certain types of
tension headaches.
Ian Mackay 01577 864751
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Kinross Library
All Culture Perth and Kinross
libraries are closed but you can
still join us online and access
our free e-books, audiobooks,
e-magazines
and
online
newspapers at
www.culturepk.org.uk/libraries.
Resource packs boxed up and ready to go to eager pupils

it’s important that we respect these as a school. The team
are currently analysing data collected last term and are using
this to establish an action plan as we work towards achieving
silver status. Special thanks go to the Benarty House Pupil
Leadership Team who were the steering group, St John’s
Academy in Perth for setting a fantastic example and the
learner participation collegiate group led by Miss Coulter.
So although a lot has changed, we are at our core, the same
as we’ve always been. Even in challenging times, Kinross High
School pupils exemplify our core values. Ambitious in their
learning; Resilient in challenging times; Responsible in their
actions; Compassionate towards others. These values have
stood us in good stead so far and will continue to do so as
life gradually returns to normal. The full extent of how the
pandemic will affect us after lockdown is not yet known but
we’re sure that the lessons we’re learning together now will
lead to achieving together in the future as part of a stronger
school community.

Kinross-shire
Local Events Organisation

Kids Alert! Our summer reading challenge is now online!
Would you like take part? The theme this year is ‘Silly Squad’;
a celebration of silly books, fun and laughter. To sign up visit
The Reading Agency website at
summerreadingchallenge.org.uk/
Check out our library reading resources page for suggestions
of great books to read and fun activities that you can do at
home. We’ve put together some reading lists for you, as well
as a list of reading resources. These are available at
www.culturepk.org.uk/libraries/reading-resources/.
You can listen to the Culture Perth and Kinross podcast
featuring talking exhibitions, recommended reads and other
tales from across the region. The podcast is available at
www.anchor.fm/cultureperthandkinross.
Finally, become a Book Hero by donating £7 (the cost of a
new book) to Culture Perth and Kinross at
https://culturepk.charitycheckout.co.uk/bookhero.
Stay safe and we hope to see you soon!

www.kleo.org.uk

Leven Voices = Virtual Voices

You can join Virtual Voices from the comfort of your living
room (or whatever room you like!). Come and sing with
Horsecross Arts tutor Emma Neck every Tuesday from 7pm
to 8pm until 21 July. Tickets £3.50 per session are available
online at www.horsecross.co.uk. A Zoom link will be sent to
you an hour before the session starts.

Kinross Farmers’ Markets

Like other events in the country the farmers’
markets have been cancelled due to the
Covid-19 pandemic.
However, as we are now slowly coming out of lockdown
we hope to resume the markets from 25 July onwards. The
markets after that are planned for every fourth Saturday of
the month (22 August, 26 September and 24 October). This
all depends on the Government guidelines so please keep
an eye on our website or Facebook for the latest updates.

SEWING ALTERATIONS
by

MAUREEN

Fully qualified

01577 865478
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Kinross in Bloom
While work is complete on the fountain, there has been a hiccup
in getting the base liner. The delay was due to production being
suspended due to Covid 19. We are hoping to have the liner
installed soon so that soil can be put into the base and, when we
are allowed (and can get plants), it will be planted.
Meanwhile some of our planters of pansies are beginning to wilt.
Thanks again to everyone who has been out watering for us.
The photos here show Beacon’s garden at Broke not Broken.
We grow potatoes, onions, turnips, courgettes and leeks for our
clients as well as fruit plants. It’s an area where people can come
and sit and relax. No date has been set for our next meeting due
to the continuing restrictions. If, when the restrictions are lifted,
you would like to be a part of Kinross in Bloom, please contact
us by email at susan.mitchell50@gmail.com.

Kinross In Bloom 200 Club
June Draw
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

No 70
No 84
No 79
No 54

Elizabeth Stewart
Jill Whitfield
Yvonne Wardrope
Ellen Milne

HIGH STREET SEWING
Clothing and curtain alterations/repairs
Custom-made curtains, Roman blinds, cushions

‘ALTERED IMAGES’
UNISEX HAIRSTYLING
in the comfort of your own home
Call LINDA on 01577 863860

Workshop opening hours:
Mon-Thurs 09.30-17.00
Fri 09.30-12.30
Sat 10-12noon
Location: behind Loch Leven Laundry and Baillies

Contact LINETTE MANN – 07732 902419
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The Kinross-shire Civic Trust

Helping protect, conserve and provide a better built and natural environment
www.kinross-shirecivictrust.org
Find us on Facebook

Email: KinrossshireCivicTrustSecy@gmail.com

Annual General Meeting

The Trust held its AGM ‘virtually’ at the end of May, by
emailing reports to members and inviting them to take an
online survey. Many thanks to those who took part. If any
supporter has been missed, please get in touch by email (see
above) or by phoning 01577 863714. New members are also
very welcome.

Planning committee technology fears

At the time of writing, PKC’s Planning and Development
Management Committee (PDMC) has held two virtual
meetings; this involves each member participating from
home using video conferencing. The PDMC decides on major
planning applications and applications where the planning
officer wishes to recommend approval but there are six or
more objections. (This is a simplified description; see PKC’s
Scheme of Delegation for full details.)
If a councillor on the PDMC loses internet connection during
the presentation and discussion of a planning application, he
or she is not allowed to vote on whether to approve or refuse
that application.
Another restriction due to the Covid-19 situation is that
members of the PDMC are not allowed to make site visits and
have to rely on photographs presented by planning officers.
Cllr Willie Robertson has expressed his concerns about
major planning applications being determined under these
circumstances and the Trust shares his misgivings.
The Trust has written to PKC’s Chief Executive to ask that
Persimmon’s application for 169 houses on phase 2 of Lathro
Park, due to come to committee on 1 July, is postponed until
the PDMC can operate normally and that the same should
apply to all major planning applications. The Trust said: ‘It
would be an appalling travesty of democracy if applications
with huge potential impacts on their local communities could
be consented or rejected by a margin of just one or two votes
where the outcome might have been different depending on
the vagaries of technology.’

Crook of Devon application refused

One of the planning applications considered by the PDMC
in its virtual meeting on 3 June was an application for ten
dwelling houses at Crook of Devon (ref 19/00917/FLM).

PETE THE PAINTER
For all your painting, decorating
and general home maintenance
Flat pack assembly
Over 40 years’ experience
giving quality work
Very competitive rates
‘No job too small’
Contact: call or text Pete 07532 814124

The site of Lathro Farm phase 2. An application for more houses here could
be decided by a video meeting

This is an example of the problem with committee members
having to be so reliant on the presentation by planning
officers. An issue raised by several objectors had been the
unsuitability of the narrow lane that would have to serve
as an access road, yet there was no photograph of it in the
presentation given to members of the PDMC. The planning
officers had recommended approval but the committee
refused the application by eight votes to four.

Pitdownies appeal

Springfield Properties PLC has appealed to the Scottish
Government’s Directorate of Planning and Environmental
Appeals (DPEA) over PKC’s refusal of their application for 59
houses and eight flats at Pitdownies in Milnathort.
The Trust has submitted further comments to the DPEA.
Although supportive of PKC’s refusal, the Trust did express
the view that the local authority should have carried out a
Habitats Regulations Appraisal ‘appropriate assessment’.
A Scottish Government Reporter has been appointed to
examine the appeal.

Hockey expansion refused

The application by Kinross Astro to fell three trees in the
King George V Playing Field and convert an area of grass to
hardstanding as a warm-up area has been refused because
it would remove an existing buffer between residential
dwellings and the hockey pitch and this would be detrimental
to the residential amenity of the dwellings. The proposal
was also found to be contrary to PKC’s Placemaking and
Woodland policies.

Gigabit Kinross-shire

Along with many other community groups, a Trust member
took part in a recent video conference about the Gigabit
Kinross-shire project which seeks to bring gigabit speed
broadband connections to every property in Kinross-shire.
Thanks to Cllr Callum Purves for organising this presentation.
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Kinross Golf Club

Kinross Tennis Club

www.kinrossgolfclub.co.uk

https://clubspark.lta.org.uk/KinrossTennisClub

The club has finally opened to playing golf again. There are two
courses to choose from (the Bruce and the Montgomery) and
they are both looking fantastic at the moment. For those out
there who have never been down to take a look then maybe now
is the time. With so many other sporting facilities closed Kinross
Golf club may offer you the opportunity you have been missing.

After losing the first two months of our season, we were
delighted to be able to play some tennis again on Friday
29 May! The club is strictly following Tennis Scotland and
Government guidance for safe play. This includes hand
sanitising stations, social distancing on court, court bookings,
marking and only using our own equipment. There has
already been a huge increase in our membership numbers,
including more family members than ever before!

The courses and the wide open spaces of the fairways are a
tonic to your mental health. Now is your chance to get involved
and get your sons and daughters involved too. Everyone is
welcome and can benefit.
However, there are some cautions and guidelines to adhere to.
We may be playing golf but the virus is still out there and we
must stay safe.
If you want to play then all tee time bookings must be made
in advance; either book online or ring 01577 865125. Please
only arrive 10 minutes before your tee time and adhere to
the social distancing rules whilst waiting by the first tee or if
entering the Proshop.
Whilst on the course do not pick up anyone else’s balls or tees;
even a lost ball that you find should be left. The virus can stay
active on hard surfaces for up to 2 days so that also includes
not touching the flag poles. The holes now have upturned cups
so the ball does not drop so far down and so eases the removal
of your ball.
Alas, the clubhouse is not allowed to open yet. Therefore there
are no toilet or hand washing facilities available. After your
game we advise players to return to their cars promptly to avoid
breaching the social distancing rules with new players arriving.
Golf can be enjoyed by all if we all stay alert and stay safe. I
look forward to seeing you on the course soon.

Our membership prices have been greatly reduced this year
and we now have a new website which makes it easier and
quicker than ever before to join! It also allows members to
book a court and find out about coaching and social play
opportunities. The new website details are above.

PLANNING PERMISSION
BUILDING WARRANTS
McNeil Partnership is a locally-based practice
with LOCAL knowledge, providing drawings and
processing applications for Planning Permission and
Building Warrants.
We specialise in Extensions, Attic Conversions,
Conservatories, Porches and Internal/External
Alterations.
For free advice
Eric or Fiona McNeil, 01577 863000

Gill Pettigrew, Ladies Captain
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Club & Community Group News
We can only play singles at present. However, this could build
up our stamina for doubles as we progress through the stages
of relaxation from lockdown. The committee is currently
putting plans in place to start a junior club evening and adult
social play group to allow more playing opportunities and let
members get to know each other.
Coaching has also resumed but only on a one-to-one basis
at the moment. It is hoped that small group lessons might
be allowed soon. Contact our coach, Siobhan, by email
at kinrosstenniscoaching@gmail.com for more details.
Alternatively, visit our website or Facebook page.
We always welcome new members of all ages so please have
a look at the new website and get in touch if you have any
questions or would like further information.
Contact us by email at Kinrosstennis@gmail.com or find us
on Facebook.

Kinross Otters
www.kinrossotters.co.uk
We might not be in the water but we are
still a strong team! Our coaching staff have
been working hard to keep the Otters engaged with each
other involving fitness and wellbeing with a range of online
challenges and fun competitions.
We’ve had a photo collage competition where swimmers
shared with us their collages of the cycles, runs, walks and
other outdoor activities they’ve done during lockdown. It
turns out our swimmers are a pretty fit bunch!
Our Head Coach Fiona has created the Kinross Amateur
Swimming Club World Tour. We aim to reach all four other towns
named Kinross around the world by adding up our mileage over
the month of June! So far we have already virtually visited
Kinross Michigan USA and are well on target to reach Iowa,
South Africa and Australia by the end of the month. Check out
our Facebook page for updates on our progress.
Coach Jane has tasked swimmers with an altogether more
tasty task; to create the most innovative pizza! She’s provided
a recipe for the dough and the rest is up to the chefs. We’ll
be posting the entries on our Facebook page and there will

Fabulous courts at Kinross Tennis Club

be prizes! We’re also delighted that the Head Chef Jordan at
The Court House Coffee Bar and Restaurant in Kinross will be
judging the best design virtually. Thanks to Jordan and all at
the Court House for being part of the fun.
Our brains have been tested with squad online quizzes and
an inter-club quiz with our friends at Monifeith Swim Club
(we were robbed!). The wellbeing of our swimmers, coaches
and officials is paramount and we are doing all we can to
keep everyone’s spirits up.
The Pass It On Cap Challenge video clip has already had nearly
2000 views and is almost as funny as the blooper reel. Who
knew parents and coaches would take such delight in dropping
swimming caps full of cold water on to their Otters heads!
It looks like competitive swimming at least will not be
resuming until 2021. Therefore maintaining fitness levels is
important just as much for our physical health as our mental
wellbeing. All these events, tasks and challenges are designed
to look after every aspect of our swimmers’ health.
We hope to be back in the pool training sometime soon but,
in the meantime, we’ll keep challenging our Otters to stay
positive, stay fit and stay Otterly fantastic! #Ottersforlife

Orwell Bowling Club
Bowling Green Avenue, Milnathort
Tel: 01577 863739
orwellbowlingclub.weebly.com
On Friday 29 May the committee decided to allow play on the
green under strict rules following phase 1 of the government
guide lines.
There is a system in place for booking and allocating rink
times that ensures the safety of our members. A few of our
members have taken advantage but, as the majority of our
members are over 70 and at a higher risk, they are remaining
at home until it is deemed safe.
Bowls Scotland have cancelled all competitions for 2020 and,
at the moment, it is unlikely there will be any friendlies or
internal competitions taking place this season.
In the meantime, we await further information from the
Scottish Government and are staying safe. Check our website
and Facebook for any updates. Further advice can be found
on the Bowls Scotland website.
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Volunteering

Local Volunteer Opportunities
Broke not Broken is a voluntary organisation working for the
prevention and relief of poverty by providing support and practical
assistance to individuals and families experiencing hardship. Please
contact Claire Slight to find out how you can help:
clare.slight@brokenotbroken.org
Greyhound Rescue Fife at Baltree Country Centre, Gairneybank,
Kinross, needs volunteers to clean the kennels and walk and feed
the greyhounds. Can you help? Phone 01592 890583. Visit our
website at www.greyhoundrescuefife.com
Kinross in Bloom: Volunteer group that provides and maintains
floral displays to enhance the environment of Kinross. If you are
interested in volunteering, please contact Susan Mitchell at: susan.
mitchell50@gmail.com
Kinross-shire Day Centre: We are looking for volunteers to serve
meals and help with day trips and activities, such as bingo and
singing, for a lively bunch of over-aged teenagers (over 65s). If you
would like to find out more, we would love to hear from you. Pop in
and speak to Nan or telephone 01577 863869.
KLEO (Kinross-shire Local Events Organisation): If you enjoy local
events on your doorstep, like the monthly Kinross Farmers' market
and the winter festival events (concerts, comedy and the festive
street market), please join the KLEO team! For more info about
KLEO events, go to www.kleo.org.uk. If interested, please contact
Bouwien Bennet at info@kleo.org,uk or call 01577 863107.
RSPB Scotland Loch Leven: We need volunteer fundraisers to
help support the wonderful world of nature on our doorstep. Pin
badges, bucket collections, events and sponsored walks – if you’d
like to join our team, please contact Lyndsay Stobie at:
Lyndsay.Stobie@rspb.org.uk or call 01577 862355.
Kinross (Marshall) Museum: The Museum Trust is looking for
volunteers to help care for Kinross-shire’s heritage collections
and man the Museum Study Room in the Loch Leven Community
Campus on Thursdays and Saturdays. If you would like to know
more, drop by or contact the Museum on 01577 867153 or email:
information@kinrossmuseum.org.uk.
Swansacre Playgroup: A long established charity playgroup for
children aged 2-5 years, we need volunteers to help support us
with play sessions. For more information, please email swansacre@
gmail.com
Kinross Heart Start: Campaign to secure funds for public access
defibrillators in Kinross. Contact Pamela Hunter to find out how you
can volunteer on 01577 862419.
Light Up Kinross is a small local charity with responsibility for
Kinross Christmas lights and decorations. We require additional
volunteers to assist with fundraising and administration of the
lights. If you are interested, please contact David Colliar, email
davidcolliar@tiscali.co.uk or Bill Freeman, email billywhizkid78@
gmail.com or contact our Facebook page.
Common Grounds: Charity café staffed by volunteers on Tuesdays,
Wednesday, Fridays and Saturdays in Guide Hall, Church Street,
Milnathort. Open to public 10am-12.30pm. Opportunity to serve
in café or bake for the café. Also opportunity to gain recognised
hours towards Duke of Edinburgh Awards and Saltire Awards for
young people 16 years and over. Funds raised are used to support
charities mainly in Africa. Contact: Convener Elspeth Caldow on
01577 863350 or Secretary Linda Freeman on 01577 865045 for
more information.
The Potager Garden is a small community garden in Bowton Road,
Kinross, KY13 8EQ. It is a registered charity run by volunteers, a main
aim being to give education to schoolchildren about plants, gardening
and the environment. If you would like more information about our
volunteering opportunities, please contact the Convenor, Amanda
James, on 01577 840809, or amandajames1577@gmail.com
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Children’s Hospices Across Scotland: Can you
spare a few hours of your time? We are looking
for volunteers in our kitchen, housekeeping,
driving, childcare and garden teams.
Anyone who is interested is welcome to come for a visit. Please
contact us by phone on 01577 865777 or email volunteering@
chas.org.uk. To apply online visit www.chas.org.uk.
Seamab is a residential school that cares for
and educates some of the most vulnerable
children in Scotland. We are looking for volunteers to help us place
and manage collecting cans across Perth and Kinross. Volunteering
for Seamab will help make a huge difference to the lives of the
children at Seamab and will be a great way to meet new people and
develop new skills. For more information please contact Melloney
Flinn at mflinn@seamab.org.uk or call 01577 840307.
Milnathort Town Hall committee: Can you spare a
couple of hours a month? We are looking for volunteers
to join us. For further information please contact us at
milnathorttownhall1@gmail.com. We would love to
hear from you.

Volunteering with Aberlour!

We are currently recruiting new volunteers to
support Aberlour, Scotland’s Children’s Charity.
If you have a genuine interest in the wellbeing
of children and families and live in the Perth and Kinross area we
would love to hear from you.To find out more, visit www.aberlour.
org.uk/volunteer, or contact Shonagh (Volunteer
Coordinator) on 07864 625069/shonagh.
ferguson@aberlour.org.uk.
SPARKs are a group allowing adults of all ages
who have support needs or disabilities to meet
together with their carers to improve their
health & wellbeing. They meet in Loch Leven
Community Campus every Thursday 1-3pm.
Volunteers will be supported by workers
Roseanne Gray – P&K Community Learning & Development Worker
and Shona Fowler – NHS Project Worker. For more information
please call 01577 867216 / 867218 or
07769 243282 / 07896 280843.
Scotlands Gardens Do you love gardens? Might you be interested in
meeting local garden owners, helping to support local gardens that
currently open for charity, plus those that are considering it? If so,
and you would like to know more, please ring Lizzie on 01577 862900
Kinross-shire Volunteer Group
and Rural Outreach Scheme
Do you have some spare time? Do you enjoy driving?
Are you a people person? If so we have the ideal
volunteering opportunity for you. Kinross-shire
Volunteer Group and Rural Outreach Scheme provide drivers to
take people, mainly elderly, to appointments, shopping, etc.
Basically any trip most of us take for granted can be a challenge
for someone without a car who cannot manage public transport.
Our volunteers provide not just a driver but a helping hand and a
listening ear.
There is never any pressure, you accept the trips you want to do and
no more. Some of our drivers are happy taking people to Ninewells,
etc, others prefer to just do local runs – both are equally valuable.
At KVG&ROS we value all our volunteers and in fact are the holders
of a Volunteer Friendly Award. If you are interested and would like
to hear more please phone Pauline on 01577 862685.
For more volunteering opportunities, go to the community
website www.kinross.cc and look for ‘Volunteering’, or look at
www.vaperthshire.org
Organisations: If you would like a volunteer appeal to be added to
the list above, please email the Newsletter Editor.
Please let us know if you no longer need your appeal to be listed.

STILL WORKING OUTSIDE & IN
WITH SOCIAL DISTANCING
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Out & About
Loch Leven NNR

July By The Loch
JULY IS NOW LUSH and green. The
hedgerows are blooming with dog rose
and honeysuckle. At the time of writing
we are not yet working on the reserve
but I hope by the time you are reading
this we will be back in some form or
another.
As some of you may be aware, we
have had a problem with vandalism at
Burleigh. Unfortunately, the windows
in the hide have been smashed, there
has been some graffiti and there is a
large amount of litter both inside and
outside the hide. We have also been
having some problems with litter at the
Levenmouth and Factory hides.
We were really disappointed to see
what had happened at Burleigh as we
know so many of you enjoy using the
hide; it is a great place to watch the
amazing wildlife that Loch Leven has
to offer. We have had issues in the
past where a small number of people
feel that it is okay to come to a nature
reserve and leave their litter lying
around or throw it into the loch. If you
have any information which may help
the investigation please contact Police
Scotland quoting Incident Number:
20200608-2233 or if you would prefer
you may contact us at lochleven_nnr@
nature.scot. We would be really grateful
for any information.
Lesser butterfly orchid

For
some
better
news; the verges
will be full of cow
parsley, foxgloves and
buttercup. Have a look
around the reserve for
the different species of
orchid. There will be
northern marsh orchid
popping up in the
meadow at Findatie.
This time last year
we counted over 500
lesser butterfly orchids
around Carsehall. We
are keeping our fingers
crossed that we will
be able go out and
monitor them again
this year.
There will be plenty of
duck broods around Common blue damselfly
the loch just now; have a look for St Swithin’s Day is on 15 July; according
gadwall, shoveler and mallard hiding to tradition if it rains on St Swithin’s it
under the overhanging vegetation. will rain for the next 40 days! Fingers
Osprey should be visiting more crossed we have a dry one although my
frequently catching fish for their chicks. fruit trees might be grateful for a bit of
Burleigh Sands is always a good place rain after such a dry spring.
to spot one.
Hope you are all still safe and well.
If you are out and about on the trail
TTFN
look out for young fledglings. We have
Louise
Clark,
had two broods of blackbird in our
Seasonal Reserve Officer
garden. Robin, blue tit and coal tit will
all be busy collecting insects to feed Shoveler ducks
their young; listen out for the young
calling out to their parents.
Damselflies and dragonflies will be
out on warm sunny days, the ponds at
Burleigh are a great place to see them.
Hopefully we will be able to get out
and make a start on knocking back
the Himalayan Balsam which will be
flowering just now. We work hard each
year to prevent it spreading on the
reserve and in certain areas we have
been successful but, it is an ongoing
battle.
If you are interested in updates on blue
green algae at Loch Leven follow us on
Facebook where we will be keeping you
up to date with any changes in water
quality. For regular updates from the
reserve keep an eye on our Facebook,
Instagram and blog.
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RSPB Loch Leven
facebook.com/RSPBTaysideFife

www.rspb.org.uk/lochleven

Telephone: 01577 862355

Every Swallow Makes A Summer
Summer has arrived and with it some beautiful
weather although, typically, as I write this it’s a
bit rainy today. It feels slightly odd for it to be
summer as when lockdown started the trees were
bare and the pink footed geese were still wintering
with us and in some ways it felt like life had just
been paused. But life does continue and personally
I’ve found much comfort in being able to watch
the wildflowers grow and bloom along with an
assortment of colourful insect pollinators go about
their business. I hope you’ve been able to take time
to enjoy the wildlife in and around the local area.
Although the visitor centre, hides and toilets at the
reserve remain closed for the time being we are
hoping to have reopened the car park by the time
you read this. As you pass through the courtyard
remember to look up for the swallows who will be
busy feeding their chicks. These little birds come Swallow (pic: Paul Ashcroft)
to us all the way from southern Africa and spend
the best part of the summer raising their offspring, some in our online shop (https://shopping.rspb.org.uk/). We’re
even manage to produce three lots of chicks! They can only very much looking forward to welcoming you back when
do this because the summer months here in the northern we’re able to.
hemisphere offer many hours of daylight and an assortment
of delicious (if you’re a bird) flying creatures to catch.
If you are accessing the RSPB trails or the Heritage Trail from
our car park please do read and follow any signs and follow
government advice on social distancing.
As many of us will have had to change our summer holiday
plans and be looking forward to a staycation why not get to
know your local area a bit better with our Wild Challenge
for families? There are a range of fun (and completely free)
activities to choose from and bronze, silver and gold awards May
to achieve depending on how many you complete. Head
over to our website (www.rspb.org.uk/fun-and-learning/for- Total Rainfall			
32.9mm / 1.31in
families/family-wild-challenge/) and get yourself signed up. Heaviest Fall			
6.8ml/ (21 May)
Although this is aimed at families with pre and school age
215.5 hrs
children there’s no reason why adults can’t use the resources Total Sunshine			
12.2 hrs (30 May)
too so why not challenge yourself to learn the names of the Sunniest Day		
local trees or create a home for nature in your garden.
Max Temp Average		
16.37c
I’m sure some of you will be missing visiting the café for a Highest Temp			
26.4c (29 May)
scone and the shop for your bird food supplies but in the
meantime you can buy bird food and a range of other items Min Temp Average		
4.75c
Lowest Temp			
-1.6c (5 May)

Weather

Recent Weather Reports
from Kinross
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Gardening

In The Garden In July
WELL, WHAT A LOVELY month June’s
been in the garden – apart from the
weather. The perennials have been
in full bloom, biennials have been
providing some lovely colour and the
annuals are starting to bulk up, waiting
to show themselves in the next month
or so.
There are a few things in July to maintain
and prolong what you have and to start
getting prepared for next year – it just
never stops!
July is a good time to sow biennials for
next year if you haven’t already. This
includes sweet williams, foxgloves,
honesty and lunaria. Biennials provide
much needed colour between springflowering plants dying back and
summer-flowering annuals. Just sow
them in trays in a warm place and pot
on when large enough. You can then
either plant them out in the autumn or
move to larger pots and wait until next
spring to plant them. It sounds like a lot
of effort, but well worth it to fill a gap in
the flowering season.
July is also a good time to sow some
perennials for next year. There are
literally hundreds of varieties you can
grow which will give you beautiful
plants for years to come. This year I’m
growing some delphiniums (which are
just starting to germinate) sea holly
and penstemons. If anyone could tell
me where I’m going to put them in an
already crowded garden, it would be
most appreciated! Follow the same
process as biennials, though I tend to
Sweet Williams provide much needed
colour in mid-June

Stake plants such as delphiniums
to keep them upright

move onto larger pots and plant out in
the spring as this saves me forgetting
where I’ve planted them.
Deadheading needs to be done a lot in
July – both for repeat flowering perennials and annuals.
This encourages continuous
flowering throughout the
summer and keeps your
plants looking lovely and
healthy. If you have any early
flowering perennials, such as
geraniums, now’s the time
to cut them back – this will
encourage new growth and
further blooms.
Remember to stake your
tall plants as they grow to
prevent them falling over
in any winds. I tend to use
‘wigwams’ of canes so that
plants look more natural than
all the flowering stems being
tied to one stake.
If you’d like to propagate your
existing softwood shrubs,
such as cotinus, hydrangeas
and spiraea (free plants!), do it
in July. Choose strong, current
season’s shoots, as they have

the potential to root quickly and rapidly
grow into new plants. Cut the shoot just
above a leaf (about 10cm), and remove
the leaves from the bottom half of the
cutting – if the leaves are large, you may
want to cut in half to minimise water
loss from the cutting. Dip the stem in
rooting powder (if you have it – it’s not
essential) and insert your cuttings into a
small pot of moist compost, keeping the
lower leaves just above compost level.
Put some small sticks in the pot (to keep
the polythene away from the leaves)
and cover with a polythene bag held in
place by an elastic band. Place pot in a
warm place, out of direct sun, to root.
Rooting should take two to three weeks
– when roots start to appear out of
the bottom of the pot, pot each young
plant up separately to grow on, prior to
planting out in the autumn.
As a final job for this month, remember
to water, especially baskets and tubs as
these dry out quickly. Evening is best
for this as the water is less prone to
evaporation.
I hope you have a lovely time in your
gardens this month and remember to
rest, sit back and enjoy the fruits of your
labours.
Teresa

Lupins in need of deadheading, to
encourage more flowers to bloom
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Farming

Lockdown Clip Brings Shear Relief
IT’S BEEN A COUPLE of months of
contrasts with the very settled weather
conditions making day-to-day working
conditions very pleasant. The wellies
have only been worn occasionally and
the waterproofs have been largely
forgotten about, which has been a great
relief after the sodden winter.
All the livestock have been enjoying the
sunshine – the cows with young calves,
ewes and lambs and the pigs – although
the pigs would probably like the ground
to be a bit softer so they can dig more
easily. There were a couple of weeks
in particular when temperatures got a
bit warm for them, so we had to make
wallows for them to bathe in to help
them keep cool. Pigs are susceptible to
heatstroke as they don’t sweat and can’t
regulate their body temperature as well
as other animals. It has turned cooler
and showery just now so it is more
comfortable for them.
The downside of the lack of rain is that
grass growth has been quite slow. We
aren’t too heavily stocked so we have
had enough grass to keep the sheep
going but the cows are still being fed
silage and we grazed fields destined to
be cut for silage longer than I would have
liked. Our fields of barley are looking
quite well considering the lack of rain in
the weeks after it was sown, with only
a small part of one field suffering from
patchy germination. This was due to it
being a heavier area of soil which didn’t
cultivate into as fine seedbed as the rest.
During recent weeks one line of business
which is much missed by many people,
in particular the ladies among us, is
hairdressers. It has resulted in many
attempts at cutting our own or family
members hair, with mixed results.
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Our sheep are in a similar situation. For the
past eight or nine years, local champion
sheep shearer Calum Shaw has come with
his mobile ‘boutique’ to give our flock its
annual summer comfort cut, and always
makes a tremendous job taking just a few
hours to complete the task.
The downside, however is that is takes us
a least a day to gather them all in as they
tend to be scattered in small batches. We
are unable to keep them split into more
than two groups when we have them all
in together. Also, this year the shed where
we normally do the sheep work is still full
of cattle, so we don’t have space to bring
them all inside at once, which would mean
Calum having to make two visits. That
wouldn’t be time efficient for any of us.
Our eldest son Ian was keen to attempt
to clip them ourselves, so we thought
we’d give it a go batch by batch and see
how it went. And so the Backward farm
mobile boutique was started.

Ian has done the lion’s share of the
clipping with me doing an odd one to give
him a breather. It has been a challenge,
but quite satisfying. While Ian is clipping,
I am able to get on with treating the
sheep for worms and also giving them a
fly repellent as well as taking care of any
which are lam.
So we are getting a number of jobs
done at once, which helps to offset the
downside of the shearing itself taking
longer. The sheep aren’t coiffured as tidily
as when Calum shears them, but they
say that the difference between a good
haircut and a bad one is two weeks, so
any embarrassment they may be feeling
at the moment should soon pass!
If you happen to see them in the next
few weeks, spare a thought for their
misfortune of having to endure a homecut and don’t laugh, at least until you are
out of earshot.
John

WE ARE OPEN TO ALL CUSTOMERS AT THIS TIME
A good variety of pet, wild bird food, poultry,
garden supplies and much more
all at competitive prices
Please call your order in before collecting
Milnathort Country Store 01577 862381
carrs-billington.com
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Due to Covid-19 impact
FUTURE ENQUIRIES ONLY

Qualified ~ Insured

Tree & Hedge Surgery

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Felling
Pruning
Technical Dismantling
Pollarding
Crown Reductions
Emergency Tree Work
Land Clearance
Hedge Trimming
Stump removal
General Garden Maintenance

Call for a free quotation on: 01337 258625 / 07896086952
www.bkbtrees.co.uk
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Kinross-shire Churches Together
Kinross Parish Church

Cleish Parish Church

Church of Scotland (Charity no SC012555)
Following Christ I Spreading the Word I
Serving the Community
10 Station Road, Kinross KY13 8TG
Church website: www.kinrossparishchurch.org
Facebook:www.facebook/kinrossparishchurch.org
Church E-mail: office@kinrossparishchurch.org
Church office and church open: Mon-Fri 10am-12 noon.
Church Office: Tel. (01577) 862570
Contact the church office if you are interested in leasing
rooms in the church or church centre.
Minister: Rev Alan D. Reid MA, BD Tel: (01577) 862952
Assistant Minister: Rev Kathleen (Kathy) Dain tel. 01577 531424
Ordained Local Minister: Rev Margaret Michie (01592) 840602
Session Clerk: Jaffrey Weir Tel: (01577) 865780

Church of Scotland

The church has been broadcasting worship services
and times for reflection online and this has been
appreciated by many, including people beyond the
congregation.
Weblinks for Sunday Worship and midweek times for
reflection and prayer:
Kinross Parish Church Facebook page
www.facebook.com/kinrossparishchurch
Kinross Parish Church worship channel on YouTube
www.youtube.com/channel/UC480WCgwA2SU1zBXLg%klfA
The church is running a network of telephone contacts
offering support and encouragement. Anyone who
would value having someone phoning them for a
regular chat should phone or email the church office –
messages left will be accessed remotely every day.

New Kin-nections
The new issue of the magazine of
Kinross Parish Church, ‘Kin-nections‘,
is now available for June-August.
Although it has not been possible to
distribute the printed copies around the
town at present, the magazine can be
downloaded from the home page of the
church’s website www.kinrossparishchurch.org.
The magazine includes a number of prayers and reflections
that people might find particularly useful at this time.
Another feature of this issue are reports from people
connected with the church in Hungary, Kenya and Malawi
which give a wider appreciation of how the pandemic is
affecting others.

Loch Leven Church
(Charity No: SC049050)

Loch Leven Church is temporarily
meeting online via Zoom, at 10.30am each Sunday. Everyone
is very welcome to join the service; please just email us for
the details to join in.
During June, we will be looking at ‘Where hope is found’ from
the Psalms:
To find out more about us, please visit our Facebook page
‘We Love Loch Leven’, our website www.lochlevenchurch.
com, or email us at info@lochlevenchurch.com

(Charity No: SC003168)

Minister: Rev Lis Stenhouse BD (Hons)
Tel: 01577 842128
Email: estenhouse@churchofscotland.org.uk
Session Clerk: Neil Maclure
Email: neil.maclure19@gmail.com Tel: 01577 864826
Please visit our website: www.cleishchurch.org
We are really sorry but due to the Covid-19 restrictions
we have had to cancel all services of worship, meetings
and events for the foreseeable future.
Whilst our buildings are closed our church family life still
continues. We are keeping in touch through our email
network, phone and ‘Zoom’ worship services every Sunday:
Fossoway Church at 10am and Cleish Church at 11.30am
We will celebrate Holy Communion by ‘Zoom’ on Thurs 30th
July at 7pm.
If you would like to join us please phone the Rev Lis Stenhouse
01577 842128.

Orwell and Portmoak
Parish Church
Church of Scotland (Charity number SC015523)
Minister – Very Rev Dr Angus Morrison
Telephone: 01577 863461
Email: angusmorrison3@gmail.com
Website: www.orwellportmoakchurch.org.uk
Contact the Office: 01577 861200
Due to the current Coronavirus pandemic no services or
meetings are being held until further notice. However,
our church bells are being rung each week at the normal
times to remind people we are still here for them.
Services are being posted online each Sunday morning and
are available for the rest of the week. To access these, log on
to the church website, as above, click on Online Worship and
follow the link on the page. DVD versions of the service are
available to those without Internet facilities.
The Church Office and Shop is also closed until further
notice. The office email below is being checked, but less
frequently than normal.
orwellandportmoakchurch@gmail.com

Fossoway, St Serf’s & Devonside Church
Church of Scotland (Charity number SC013157)
Church Road, Crook of Devon, Kinross-shire, KY13 0UY
www.fossowaychurch.org.uk
Minister: Rev Lis Stenhouse Telephone: (01577) 842128
Email: estenhouse@churchofscotland.org.uk
Session Clerk: Mrs Janet Harper Telephone: (01577) 840225
Email: aclassicsoul@aol.com
Our church is a very warm and welcoming place situated
in the Crook of Devon, a small village about six miles from
Kinross. Come and join us, we would love to meet you.
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St Paul’s Scottish Episcopal Church
(Part of the Worldwide Anglican Communion)
Muirs, Kinross, KY13 8AY
Tel:
01577 864299
Email: office@stpaulskinross51.plus.com
www.stpauls-kinross.co.uk
Fr David Mackenzie Mills, Rector.
Tel:
01577 863795
Email: frdavidkinross@gmail.com
You can also find us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/stpaulsepiscopalchurchkinross
St Paul’s is inclusive, friendly and welcoming to all age groups
(whether regular churchgoers or if you’re simply inquisitive
about who we are and what we do.)
Every one of us is living through quite extraordinary and very
anxious times. Of course people’s health and wellbeing have
to be prioritised, especially NHS workers and caregivers. This
continuing national ‘lockdown’ is having huge consequences
for all community activities, including our own at St Paul’s.
The services and events listed below are available as
livestreams via ‘Zoom’ and thereafter recordings of services
available through the church website. Please see our website
and Facebook page for updated information as and when
we have it to publish. I plan to do a weekly ‘Facebook Live’
reflection on Saturday mornings.
In the meantime, please be assured of our prayers and
intercessions, especially if COVID-19 has directly affected you
and your family. We live in hope that this health emergency
will be over speedily and affect as few people as possible.’
May the road rise up to meet you.
May the wind be always at your back.
May the sun shine warm upon your face;
the rains fall soft upon your fields and, until we meet again,
may God hold you in the palm of His hand.
Forthcoming services – all via Zoom and livestreamed

St James’ Catholic Church

5 High Street, Kinross, KY13 8AW
Parish Priest: Father Martin Pletts. Tel: 01577 863329
www.catholickinross.com
Email: Fr.MartinPletts@gmail.com
facebook.com/parishpriestkinross/
facebook.com/stjamesprayergroup/
Regular Services

Mon 7pm			
Holy Mass preceded by Confessions and
		
Prayer Group at 8pm in the church hall.
Tue 10am			
Holy Mass preceded by Confessions and
		
Morning Prayer (9.30-9.50am).
Wed 10am			
Holy Mass preceded by Confessions and
		
Morning Prayer (9.30-9.50am). Teas/Coffees
		
after Mass, in the church hall.
Thu 10am			
Holy Mass preceded by Confessions and
		
Morning Prayer (9.30-9.50am).
Fri 10am			
Holy Mass preceded by Morning Prayer
		
& Confessions (9.30-9.50am)
3pm			
Divine Mercy Devotions.
Sat 10.30am		
Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament and
		
Confessions (first Saturday of every month Holy
		
Mass at 10am).
6pm			
Vigil Mass.
Sun 9.30am		
Mass (teas/coffees after Mass in church hall).
Confessions also on request.
Prayer Group meets on a Monday, 8pm-10pm, in the church hall
and is open to all.
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Children’s Catechism class meets every Monday during term time,
3.45pm-4.30pm in the church hall.

The weekly newsletter, Mass times, news and updates or
changes can be found on our website.

Kinross Christian Fellowship
Jesus said, ‘I am among you as one who serves.’
Sunday morning service at 10.30am (refreshments and
blether at 10am), Millbridge Hall, Old Causeway, Kinross.
Lively praise (children participate), reverent worship open to
the leading of the Holy Spirit, prayer, ministry and solid Biblebased preaching and teaching. An all-round family service
for families, which includes Sunday School. Communion
every second Sunday, as is our evening service at 6.30pm;
a time for praise, worship, sharing and joy in The Lord Jesus.
(Followed by light refreshments and more blether.)
Everyone is welcome to either service or to both, so please
come and taste and see that the LORD is good.
Contact Peter on 01577 863509, for further information.
KCF also runs the Talking Donkey cafe – see separate notice in
the Newsletter. Additionally, the Friday evening Youth Group
at the Millbridge Hall (Space) is also the responsibility of our
Fellowship, and we are pleased to accept this privilege.

Kinross Gospel Hall
Montgomery Street, Kinross www.kinrossgospelhall.info

All services are suspended
for the duration of Covid-19

Acknowledgements
Elsie Johnston

The family would like to thank everyone for their kind words,
cards and flowers following the passing of Elizabeth Kerr
Johnston (Elsie), Corner Cottage, Powmill on 16 May, aged 89.
Elsie was a member of Powmill Rural and also a Powmill
Quilter. She was keyholder of the hall for many years. Elsie
recently started going to the Day Centre in Kinross, which she
thoroughly enjoyed. Thank you to all at the Centre.
Thank you to Stewarts Funeral Directors and Mr Graham
Primrose for a lovely tribute. Elsie will be hugely missed by
all who knew her.

Gay Deas

Bruce, Paul, Sharon and families would like to thank family
and friends for all the cards and flowers they received on
the passing of their mum and granny, Gay Deas, who died
unexpectedly Sunday 16 February. Gay, a much loved mum,
granny, sister, auntie and friend was a very active and well
respected member of the Kinross-shire community, who
enjoyed a very full-filling and rewarding life. She is sadly
missed, but has left so many fond and happy memories.
Thanks also to Rev. Alan Reid of Kinross Parish Church,
Stewart Funeral Directors and The Green Hotel for a lovely
service and all their help and support during a very difficult
period. Great thanks for the generosity of all who contributed
to the collection with just over £2000 being shared between
Ninewells ICU unit and Kinross First Responders.
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Obituaries

Lady Alice Smith
What Makes A Lady?
In my eyes my grandmother was always a Lady… she had a
ready smile, a kind word and always looked her best. She was
a true friend to many and will be sadly missed.
Lady Alice Smith peacefully passed away at my home on
Saturday 13 June, where she had stayed with us for the past
three months with her dog Fritz and carer Leila. They were
very much part of our family and enjoyed the variety of
farming life.
Granny had grown up in the countryside around Balado. Born
on 3 July 1928 she attributed her good health and longevity
to the vegetables she ate from her father’s garden and never
smoking. She attended the local school until 15 and would
have loved to have taught cookery, however it was wartime
and she went to work in J G Wilson, local solicitors. In order
to advance her position there, she went to night school in
Cowdenbeath for three years gaining shorthand certificates
and an RSA medal. This sadly meant giving up the Girl Guides,
as there weren’t enough nights in the week!
She married in 1954, but both her and her husband were
young and sadly parted in 1973, divorcing four years later. In
1962 she moved on from the solicitors, after being there for 20
years, and became a confidential typist to the M.D. at the local
cashmere spinners, Todd & Duncan. These went on to become
the happiest days of her working life, meeting people from all
over the world. It also went on to give her a second chance at
happiness on a personal level, as her employer became a kind
friend and then proposed to her in 1977. It was also the late
Sir Alan Smith’s second chance at happiness, having tragically
been widowed with five children in 1971.

They
married
in the August
of 1977 and
remained so very
happily married
for nearly 36
years. She had
no
children
of her own,
but said that
with
patience
and love she
gradually gained
the affection of Susan, Michael, Bruce, Stuart and Ailsa.
Always busy in the background; ensuring things ran smoothly
for Sir Alan, supporting him and travelling on many overseas
business trips with him, life was never dull. Highlights included
the Honour’s Ceremony at Buckingham Palace, dinner with
the Queen and Princess Anne, meeting Margaret Thatcher at
No.10 and being a passenger on Concorde.
She said her only claim to fame was asking her husband, Sir
Alan, to save Kinross East Church from becoming a store.
Thanks to the Arthur Thomson Trust and Todd & Duncan the
Church was saved and turned into the present Kinross Day
Care Centre. It is a great asset to the community, just as she
was a great asset to the Smith family.
She has requested a private burial, but for all those who
knew her we would ask them to plant a pink or yellow flower
in memory of her. My husband Andrew, children Emily, Max
and Eva, were privileged to have had her stay with us for
these past three months and have memories to cherish. She
has taught me that it’s the little things that mean so much;
so take the time to have a cup of tea with someone and ask
them how they are and don’t be afraid to tell a loved one that
you love them… life really is too short and too precious.
She is survived by Michael, Stuart and Ailsa. Grandchildren
Nicola, Ashley, Michael Jnr, Todd, Samantha, Cameron and
Struan, as well as Great Grandchildren Annika, Jack, Emily,
Max, Eva, Jessie, Elsie, Annabel, Emily, Nahla and Hughie.
Ashley Sinclair
(Many thanks to Caroline Strathie, who has been a huge
support and comfort to Granny and myself recently.)

Deaths
Wullie Fotheringham

Peacefully, at home, on Saturday 2 May 2020, William
(Wullie) Fotheringham of Kinross, formerly Stenhousemuir,
passed following a brief illness. Doting husband of Ann
Fotheringham nee Gadziejewski, father, grandfather,
great grandfather. Wullie’s family would like to thank Dr A
McCracken, Dr K McKinnes, the district nurse team of Kinross
and the out-of-hours distict nurses for their care and devotion
in his final days, and for the ongoing support to the family.
We would also like to thank everyone for the many cards,
flowers and messages of condolence at this difficult time.
Thank you to the Rev. A Reid of Kinross parish church, for his
comforting service held at Falkirk crematorium.
A celebration of life will be held at a later date.
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Puzzles
Welcome to our not-so-fiendishly-difficult puzzles page – enough to test your brain, not so much that it
will explode from the strain. A moderately difficult sudoku and a Kinross-themed crossword should be
enough to accompany your mid-afternoon cup of tea and shortbread.

KINROSSWORD

Test your local knowledge with our crossword, where a number of the clues
relate to Kinross and the surrounding area. No prizes – just bragging rights
for getting it right. Answers on page 51.

ACROSS

1 		Long Kinross road (7)
3 		Indoor popular Kinross sport (7)
6 		Required for growing (4)
7 		Caught in the loch (4)
8 		Artificial Intelligence (2)
9 		Recently demolished hotel (11)
14 		Note between me and so (2)
15 		Identity (2)
20 		Goes with chips (6)
21 		Inspected (6)
24 		Kinross-shire village (11)
27 		Myself (2)
28 		Toward (2)
29 		Biting insect (4)
30 		A new star (4)
31 		Natural habitat found in a
floodplain or estuary (4,3)
32 		London snack (7)

DOWN

S
U
D
O
K
U

1 		Sunday (7)
2 		Greased (5)
4 		Not in good shape (5)
5 		Kinross ones are common (7)
8 		Or like (2)
10 		Preposition (2)
11 		Country in Africa (7)
12 		Rice dish (7)
13 		Anno Domini (2)
16 		Aged (3)
17 		Mean (7)
18 		Run fast, round the loch
perhaps? (6)
19 		Wager (3)
22 		Kinross garden (7)
23 		Kinross cafes offering these
to takeaway (7)
25 		Picture (5)
26 		Muppet (5)
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Notices
Perth Citizens Advice Bureau

Perth CAB can help you. Our advice is free, confidential,
impartial and independent.
Contact us:
Advice line 01738 450580.
Appointment line 01738 450581.

Grants For Good Causes
Kinross Community Council
Newsletter Limited (KCCNL)
Charity No. SC040913
All profits from the Kinross Newsletter are transferred to a
charitable company, KCCNL, and given away to local good
causes. Groups and individuals are invited to apply to KCCNL
for grant funding. Decisions on grants are made at two
meetings per year. The deadlines for grant applications are:
31 March and 30 September
More information is available on the kinross.cc website.
Applications may be downloaded from the website or
obtained from the Applications Administrator, Barry Davies,
Tel 01577 865004 or email barrydavies57@btinternet.com

Benefits Advice in Libraries (BAIL)
People who need help to identify and claim the right benefits
or advice to help them to negotiate the benefits system in
any way can access assistance from Perth Citizens Advice
Bureau’s ‘Benefits Advice In Libraries’ project in Kinross at
Loch Leven Library. The service is available on Tuesdays by
appointment only. Telephone the bureau on 01738 450581
to make an appointment.
Debt and Money Advice Service
Perth CAB has a team of specialist debt advisers. Advice is
free, confidential, impartial and independent. To talk to
a specialist debt adviser call 01738 450590 or email David
Ogston (senior debt adviser) using the following email
address: David.Ogston@Perthcab.casonline.org.uk

Newsletter Deadlines
More deadlines for the months ahead can be found on
our website.
In very rare circumstances it may be necessary to change
a deadline at short notice. Check the Newsletter website
for latest information: www.kinrossnewsletter.org
Issue

Deadline

Publication Date

August

Friday 17 July

Saturday 1 August

September

Friday August 14

Saturday 29 August

100th Birthday and
Diamond Wedding Anniversaries
Do you know a Perth & Kinross resident who is celebrating
their 100th or 105th+ birthday?
Do you know a Perth & Kinross couple celebrating their 60th,
65th or 70th wedding anniversary?

HEDGES, BUSHES OR TREES
CAUSING OBSTRUCTION
Property owners are reminded that it is their responsibility
to cut back hedges, branches, bushes etc to ensure that
pavements and public footpaths are not obstructed.
Property owners may be liable if injury is caused to others
and may be charged costs if Perth & Kinross Council is forced
to take action.
When undertaking work on hedges, check that there are no
birds nesting. It is an offence under the Wildlife & Countryside
Act 1981 to damage or destroy the nest of any wild bird while
it is in use or being built. The bird nesting season is usually
considered to run from March to August.

PKC can arrange delivery of flowers or for a local Councillor to
present a basket of flowers to the person or couple on their
special day.
Tel: 01738 475051 Email: CivicServices@pkc.gov.uk

Local Correspondent
for Perthshire Advertiser
and Fife Herald newspapers

Linda Freeman
Tel 01577 865045.
Email: linda.freeman_64@btinternet.com
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Notices

Community Councils
Kinross:

Chair: Bill Freeman, 01577 865045
Email: kinrosscommunitycouncil@gmail.com
Milnathort Chair: Craig Williams, 07885 722125
& Orwell:
Email: craig@stovestuff.scot
Sec: Elizabeth Rougvie
Email: communitycouncilmilnathort@gmail.com
Portmoak: Chair: Graham Cox
Email: portmoakcommunitycouncil@pkc.gov.uk
Fossoway
Chair: Trudy Duffy-Wigman, 01577 840669
& District: Email: fossoway.cc@gmail.com
Cleish
Sec: Patty Fraser, 01577 850253
& Blairadam: Email: cleishcommunitycouncil@pkc.gov.uk

Kinross Community Councillors
Margaret Blyth

6 Muir Grove

David Colliar

10 Rannoch Place

01577 864037

Bill Freeman (Chair)

64 Muirs

01577 865045

Lynne McKay

5 Springfield Road

01577 531076

Thomas Stewart

Gellybank Farm

01577 864603

Malcolm McFarlane

Portmoak Community Councillors
S McGregor
(Secretary)
A Cragoe
(Treasurer)
Susan Forde		
Graham Cox
(Chairman)
Dave Morris		

Member of the Scottish Parliament
for Perthshire South & Kinross-shire
Roseanna Cunningham MSP
Constituency office:
Telephone: 		
Email: 		

63 Glasgow Road, Perth, PH2 0PE
01738 620540

roseanna.cunningham.msp@parliament.scot

Members of the Scottish Parliament for
Mid Scotland and Fife Region
All MSPs can be contacted at the following address:
The Scottish Parliament, Edinburgh, EH99 1SP
Claire Baker MSP (Labour) Tel: 0131 348 6769
Email: claire.baker.msp@parliament.scot
Murdo Fraser MSP (Conservative) Tel: 0131 348 5293
Email: murdo.fraser.msp@parliament.scot
Dean Lockhart MSP (Conservative) Tel: 0131 348 5993
Email: dean.lockhart.msp@parliament.scot
Alex Rowley MSP (Labour) Tel: 0131 348 6826
Email: alex.rowley.msp@parliament.scot
Mark Ruskell MSP (Green) Tel: 0131 348 6468
Email: mark.ruskell.msp@parliament.scot
Liz Smith MSP (Conservative) Tel: 0131 348 6762
Email: elizabeth.smith.msp@parliament.scot

01592 840128
01592 840500

Alexander Stewart MSP (Conservative) Tel: 0131 348 6134
Email: alexander.stewart.msp@parliament.scot

Have a look at our website: www.portmoak.org

Mobile Library Service

Perth and Kinross Councillors
Kinross-shire Ward

All Library services are cancelled for the foreseeable future
For more information, see: www.culturepk.org.uk/libraries
and click on ‘Services in the Community’

Cllr MIKE BARNACLE (Independent)
Tel/Fax (home): 01577 840516.
Email: michaelabarnacle@gmail.com
Website: mikebarnacle.co.uk
Moorend, Waulkmill Road, Crook of Devon, Kinross, KY13 0UZ
Cllr CALLUM PURVES (Scottish Conservative & Unionist)
Tel (office): 01738 475092. Mobile: 07557 812570.
Email: cpurves@pkc.gov.uk
54 Lathro Park, Kinross, KY13 8RU
Cllr WILLIE ROBERTSON (Scottish Liberal Democrats)
Tel (home): 01577 865178. Mobile: 07909 884042.
Email: wbrobertson@pkc.gov.uk
85 South Street, Milnathort, Kinross, KY13 9XA
Cllr RICHARD WATTERS (SNP)
Mobile: 07557 812513.
Email: rwatters@pkc.gov.uk
Applegarth, Sunnypark, Kinross, KY13 8BX

John Nicolson MP
Member of Parliament for
Ochil and South Perthshire
Telephone: 020 7219 3000
Email: john.nicolson.mp@parliament.uk
Twitter: https://twitter.com/mrjohnnicolson
Facebook: https://facebook.com/JohnNicolsonSNP
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/johnnicolsonmp
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Perth Samaritans
Need to talk? We’ll listen.
Contact us by
phone: 01738 626666 or 08457 909090
email: jo@samaritans.org
or visit us at 3 King’s Place, Perth, PH2 8AA
Mondays
1630 – 2130
Wednesdays 0830 – 1100
and 1930 – 2130

Thursdays
Fridays
Sundays

1630 – 1900
1000 – 1630
0800 – 2130

No pressure, no names, no judgment.
We’re here for you, anytime.

Enquire
Are you looking for information about your child’s rights to
support in School? If so, contact Enquire, the national advice and
information service for additional support for learning.
Enquire offer: a confidential telephone helpline and online
enquiry service, practical guides, fact sheets and newsletters,
helpful materials for children and young people with additional
support needs.
For more information contact: Tel 0345 123 2303
Website: www.enquire.org.uk
Enquire is funded by the Scottish Government and managed by
Children in Scotland.

